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‘As in the other arts, ceramics,
also, has broken new ground
and challenged past traditions,
suggested new meanings and
possibilities to old functions
and habits of seeing, and has won
the startled attention of a world
unprepared for the unexpected.’
Rose Slivka, ‘The New Ceramic Presence,’ Craft Horizons, July/August 1961
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An Introduction
By Francesco Bonami

The use of ceramic refects an artist’s wish to convey to the
viewer a more direct relationship with the material and
the shaping of forms and content. Ceramic combines many
elements that escape other media. Working with ceramic,
artists are able to create a painting around void, a sculpture
that symbolises fragility and an object whose esthetic can
ofen compromise functionality. Each work stands as a vessel
for some kind of inner, ancient meaning. In ceramic, it is
a matter of handling and its haptic communication, ofen
closer to drawing than to painting. A ceramic artwork can
be simultaneously abstract and fgurative. How else could
we defne a vase and its form?
There is, in ceramic, ofen the longing for a medium that
maintains an intimacy and human scale, and, because of its
direct dialogue with the void, it also seems to communicate
time. George Ohr’s work, for instance, is the best example
of an art object whose history and striking modernity is
contained on its surface and in its shape. Ceramic is also
about the collapsing and the survival of matter, as Lucio
Fontana’s Cavallo reveals in its defated posture, the embryo
of an equestrian monument in the age of lost battles. It is
about the boundaries of the void and its surface. Peter Voulkos’s
expressive gestures, and the mysterious delicacy we discover
in Simone Leigh’s shell-shaped work both maintain an
unrevealed sensuality. More recently ceramic has become
a tool to address the multi-cultural and global transformation
of mass-production and the redefnition of the handmade.
Nobody better than the Chinese artist Ai Weiwei has been
able to defne this creative mutation. His island of ceramic
crabs, He Xie, the Chinese word for crab, also meaning
‘harmonious,’ speaks about the many layers of Chinese society
from food to mass and handmade production to politics.
Shape & Space is fnally a voyage into this medium with endless
possibilities and into the very democratic environment where
art, design, sculpture and painting can explore and keep alive
a conversation unique in an increasingly territorial art world.
This auction ofers a groundbreaking experience for collectors
who, whilst familiar with most of the artists included, may not
have focused on their explorations with such a diferent and
compelling medium. It sheds an utterly diferent light on the
interpretation and understanding of the medium and the artists
alike. Through the use of an innovative and intriguing medium
we are provided another essential lens through which we can
comprehend the complexity of these artists’ oeuvres.
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Property from a Private New York Collection

51. Kathy Butterly

b. 1963

Overgrown
incised with the artist’s name and date ‘Kathy/ Butterly/
2000’; further titled and dated in pen ‘OVERGROWN/
2001’ on the underside
glazed earthenware, glazed porcelain
height 19.1 cm (7 1/2 in.)
Executed in 2001.
Estimate
£12,000-16,000 $15,500-20,700 €13,400-17,900 ‡
Provenance
Franklin Parrasch Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 2001
Exhibited
Pittsburgh, Carnegie Museum of Art, 54th Carnegie
International, 9 October 2004 - 20 March 2005, p. 225
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Between Humour and Grace:
Kathy Butterly’s Overgrown
By Margaret J. Schmitz

The present work, Overgrown, is indicative of Kathy Butterly’s
quirky, but elegant style. Butterly developed her art by taking
cues from George Ohr’s twisted and pinched shapes, the
Funk aesthetic of 1960s San Francisco, and the revolutionary
California Clay Movement surrounding the likes of Ron Nagle
and Ken Price, which saw ceramists destroy the boundaries
between art and craf. Butterly started out by making
curvaceous wheel-thrown vessels that evoked the female
body, but since the 1990s she has been working with cast
forms. Much of this work still echoes her earlier experiments
focusing on human anatomy. Each object has a unique
physiology and anthropomorphic vitality.
To create Overgrown, Butterly began with a cylinder of
wet clay, which she folded, poked, collapsed, and twisted
until a semblance of bodily presence was achieved. Next,
she introduced a sculpted plinth and feet as well as other
ornamental appendages. A bulbous aquamarine-coloured
body is topped with two leafy bushes whilst an orange line
seductively curls from an opening on the object’s side.
All of this appears to precariously teeter above a small table
whose surface is glazed to resemble a cartoonish woodgrain.
Plush vegetation grows from underneath the table top,
as if pushing the alien thing above it of kilter – perhaps
a visual joke evoking the piece’s title. As is characteristic of
Butterly’s work, Overgrown uses vague references that foat
somewhere between abstraction and reifed form to create
enigmatic associations, like a sculptural liaison between
Eileen Agar’s hat and a Chinese scholar’s rock (a Gongshi).
Each object taking up to nine months to create, Butterly’s
sculptures require time, patience, and multiple frings to
achieve their range of colours and complex confgurations.
Everything appears in movement, as if the work could bend,
unfurl, or metamorphosise at any moment. Overgrown
communicates directly with its viewer to elicit emotional
responses that can range from afection for its two green
pompoms that rise like the ears of a teddy bear to derision
or sympathy toward its awkward, wriggling body. Butterly
has explained that her work represents the diversity of
humanity and the way each of us chooses to maneuver
our way through life. Armed with whimsical humour and
paradoxical grace, Overgrown analyses and communicates
the existential questions we ofen ask ourselves: who or
what am I and what will others think of me?
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52. Lucio Fontana

1899-1968

Concetto spaziale
signed ‘L. Fontana’ on the underside
coloured glazed ceramic with holes and grafto
30 x 25 x 25 cm (11 3/4 x 9 7/8 x 9 7/8 in.)
Executed in 1962-64, this work is registered with
the Fondazione Lucio Fontana under the archive
no. 3777/1.
Estimate
£100,000-150,000 $129,000-194,000
€112,000-168,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Galerie Zwirner, Cologne
Private Collection
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Literature
T. Labranca, ‘La trascendenza si fa materia’,
K-International Ceramic Magazine, 3 April 1988,
p. 64 (illustrated)
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The Concetto Spaziale

Constantin BrâncuŞi
The newborn (Le nouveau né), 1923
bronze sculpture, Paris, Musée
National D’Art Moderne (Centre
Georges Pompidou). Succession
BrâncuŞi - All rights reserved.
ADAGP, Paris and DACS, London 2018.
Image: Bridgeman Images.

Rendered with natural simplicity, Lucio Fontana’s ceramic
Concetto spaziale demonstrates, in sculptural form, the
artist’s formal preoccupation with the infnite. A concern
that would dictate the entirety of his career, Fontana was
intent upon exploring the spatiality of his works. Concerned
not only with the material substantiality of the works
themselves but also the space that they occupy and beyond,
Fontana’s sculptures were sliced, slashed, gouged and
punctured in his pursuit of the dissimilation of the boundaries
between the dimensions of matter, space and time. In the
present work, the two holes or buchi pierce the refective
surface of the spherical work, perforating the otherwise
wholeness to reveal a space within that is neither a physical
part of the sculpture, nor distinct from it: they are voids.
Signifcant advances in science and technology – notably
developments in space travel and our subsequent proximity
to the cosmos - had a profound infuence on Fontana’s artistic
perspective. The apparent simplicity of the form of Concetto
spaziale is in fact loaded with philosophical and cultural
signifcance. As the artist explains, ‘I was thinking of those
worlds, of the moon with these… holes, this terrible silence
that causes us anguish, and the astronauts in a new world.
And so… in the artist’s fantasy… these immense things have
been there for billions of years… man arrives, in mortal
silence, in this anguish, and leaves a vital sign of his arrival…
were these not still forms with a sign of wanting to make
inert matter live?’ (Lucio Fontana, quoted in Enrico Crispolti,
Lucio Fontana: Catalogo ragionato di sculture, dipinti,
ambientazioni, vol. I, Milan, 2015, p. 73). The punctures in
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‘The space alluded to is no longer
earthly, nor is it perspective, nor is it
purely physically palpable; it is, on
the contrary, an infinite, cosmic
allusion … the “hole” constitutes the
fissure that symbolically reveals
another dimension’
(Enrico Crispolti, ‘On the Creative Adventure of Lucio
Fontana’, Lucio Fontana: paintings, sculpture and drawings,
Milan, 2005, p. 27)
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the ovoid sculpture – a global form is further accentuated by
an equatorial seam that spans its diameter - draw our attention
not only to the raw materiality of the piece, but the space
that lies beyond the physical matter, and the emptiness that
invades it, much like a planet within a celestial vacuum.
Having trained as a sculptor under professor Adolf Wildt in
the late twenties, Fontana was working at the apex of Italy’s
exploits in ceramic production. Much like the work of
Constantin Brâncuși, Fontana’s deliberate and reductive
use of abstraction emphasises the essentials of meaning and
form. Unlike Brâncuși however, whose gleaming sculptures
are notoriously faultless in their execution, Fontana’s pieces
are decidedly organic in form, the mottled patina of the ceramic
bearing the marks of its creator. Punctured by the prominent
incisions to its side, in the present work conceptual gravitas
and essential form take precedent over immaculate fnish.
Concetto spaziale is a stunning example of Fontana’s
investigation into Spatialism, and his solution to the
problem of representing infnite space through sculpture.
The buchi in the surface constitute a physical and symbolic
glimpse into another dimension: ‘the discovery of the
cosmos is a new dimension, it is infnity … the hole is,
precisely, creating this void behind there … Einstein’s
discovery of the cosmos is the infnite dimension, without
end … I make holes, infnity passes through them, there is
no need to paint’ (Lucio Fontana, quoted in Enrico Crispolti,
‘On the Creative Adventure of Lucio Fontana’, Lucio Fontana:
paintings, sculpture and drawings, Milan, 2005, p. 27).

Lucio Fontana at work,
Albissola 1950-1955.
© Lucio Fontana/Milan SIAE/DACS,
London, 2018.
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George Ohr seated in The Biloxi Art Pottery
Unlimited, circa 1901.
Image: Eugene Hecht, George Ohr: The GreatestArt Potter on Earth,
New York, 2013.
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The Mad Potter of Biloxi
By Garth Clark

In 1967, when James Carpenter, a New Jersey antiques dealer,
climbed up the ladder to the attic of the Ohr Brothers’ barn
in Biloxi, Mississippi, he encountered a feld of wooden
boxes containing thousands of pots by the brothers’ father,
George Edgar Ohr. At frst the fnd, whilst big, did not seem
that exciting, but as he began to wipe away ffy years of dirt
and grime (the barn had been in use as an automobile repair
business since 1916), the brilliant colours of Ohr’s radical
polychrome glazes began to emerge.
These pots comprised most of Ohr’s output of ‘art’ pots
(he called them ‘clay babies’) made between 1895 and
1909. Ohr became reluctant to sell his work afer bruising
encounters with the snobbish North Eastern Arts and Crafs
establishment who rejected him as a Southern outsider.
Their reviews were ofen cruel, speaking of his creativity as
a kind of insanity, hence his label, ‘The Mad Potter of Biloxi.’
Ohr began to hoard his own art pots, rarely selling his best
work and instead making novelty ceramics to sell at the fairs.
He made two predictions about his future. The frst was that
his work would become highly valued as art but by a later
generation. The second was that the Nation would build
a temple to his genius. He proved correct on both.
The frst pot, lot 53 , boasts Ohr’s most sought-afer glaze
colour – red – which ranges on this piece from vivid to dark
and clotted. Clouds of glaze in blue and other colours break
through creating an impressionist storm that serve to heighten
the glory of this vase. The surface is partly the achievement
of the artist and partly that of his generous kiln. I am sure he
never knew exactly what to expect when his kiln doors opened.
If we now look at the form, the element Ohr insisted was
the core of his aesthetic, we fnd a surprisingly cunning
composition. The top and bottom halves are composed
of two vessel shapes joined together. The matched handles
marry the two shapes and give the pot a visual unity. Ohr
mostly added handles when he was trying to bring balance
to his more complex forms, or to make another kind of
statement as in the work that follows. Handles are ofen
missing on his simpler classical shapes. This reveals how
considered his process of constructing pots was. He became
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a master at juxtaposing (perhaps juggling would be a better
term) unlikely combinations of mass, volumetric shape, and
line, the core components of vessel form. Yet they appear
as spontaneous, accidental epiphanies. That was his genius,
suggesting efortlessness even in his most extraordinary
and laboured works.
Applying handles to pots is how potters draw, a linear
element anchored to a dominant volume. At its most banal
a handle is merely an appendage for lifing and moving.
At its best it is a dynamic element, a moving visual poem
in line and few have matched Ohr’s lyricism in this regard.
Ohr’s handles are similar to the way wrought iron is used
for the lyrical fences, stair railings and balconies of the
South. Ohr’s father was a blacksmith and George followed
him into the trade before shifing to ceramics. He made
his share of wrought iron. Once working with pliant clay,
Ohr’s handles could become looser and begin to take on
an urgent fecundity, writhing with sensuality and life,
almost reptilian (snakes were a fascination of his).
When we look at lot 54, handles play a diferent role. They
emphasize the fact that Ohr has divided one pot into two
and meant it to be read that way and not as a comfortablyresolved single vase. This piece has a vertical divide.
He attached two handles that are diferent in character.
On the lef there is tension. This handle does not melt into
the volume at all, and feels almost mechanical, compressed
tightly into itself, keeping itself independent from its host
shape. The dark, stormy glazing in that half is troubled, the
fashes of light struggle to stop the darkness from closing
in fully. The right side, on the other hand, is yellow, bursting
with sunshine and optimism. That handle emerges with
determination from the wall of the pot, fows easily and
reenters its host like a vine.
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This pot’s rim is the sculptural focus of the work: the lip has
been bifurcated, pulled in, folded, cut and split, a sexual
metaphor, specifcally feminine rather than male, folds of
skin that exit a womblike space. The result is a new liberated
form, ripe with intimacy.

‘Shapes come to the Potter as verses
come to the poet.’
George Ohr

In the years that followed Carpenter’s discovery, Ohr enraptured
the art world, including collectors, art critics, curators, and
others. Why did he achieve such stature? It was not because
his work had been lost for ffy years. Yes, the story adds frisson.
It is because, when compared with the staider work of his time,
his vision was remarkably prescient. Ohr’s muscular clay
handling and revolutionary spirit remained unmatched in
American ceramics until Peter Voulkos arrived on the scene
in the early 1950s. Indeed, Ohr’s art was curiously at ease
with the post-war contemporary art scene.
Thus Ohr was correct about a later generation understanding
his art. When his work began to enter the market in the
1970s, arts and crafs collectors remained sceptical and
only later capitulated whilst the New York fne arts community
had no hesitation. Leading dealers such as Irving Blum and
artists from Andy Warhol to Jasper Johns avidly collected
Ohr’s pots, welcoming him as a peer and kindred artistic spirit.
Johns went so far as to feature Ohr’s pots in his paintings,
an impressive homage.
Did Ohr get his temple? Yes, he got that too, the Ohr-O’Keefe
Museum in Biloxi that opened in stages between 2010 and
2014, designed by one of the most innovative architects
of our time, Frank Gehry. Their aesthetic was remarkably
similar, so much so that Gehry said to me that when he saw
his frst Ohr pot, ‘I was not sure who was copying the
other but it has become clear that Ohr was copying me.’
I assumed he was joking.

Jasper Johns
Ventriloquist, 1986, lithograph in colours
© 2018 Jasper Johns / Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights Society.
Image: Phillips Auctioneers.
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Property from the Collection of Marty and Estelle Shack

53. George Ohr

1857-1918

Tall two-handled vase
impressed with the artist’s name and inscribed
‘G. E. OHR, Biloxi, Miss,’ on the underside
glazed earthenware
height 23.3 cm (9 1/8 in.)
Executed circa 1895.
Estimate
£80,000-120,000 $103,000-155,000 €89,500-134,000 ‡
Provenance
Ojo Ohr, Biloxi, Mississippi
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1977
Literature
Ron Dale, The Mad Biloxi Potter, exh. cat., University
of Mississippi, Stamford, 1983, p. 20 (illustrated)
Eugene Hecht, George Ohr: The Greatest Art Potter
on Earth, New York, 2013, p. 129 (illustrated)
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Property from the Collection of Marty and Estelle Shack

54. George Ohr

1857-1918

Mottled two-sided, two-handled vase
impressed with the artist’s name twice and inscribed
‘GEO. E. OHR’ and ‘BILOXI, MISS’ on the underside
glazed earthenware
height 18 cm (7 1/8 in.)
Executed circa 1895.
Estimate
£80,000-120,000 $103,000-155,000 €89,500-134,000 ‡
Provenance
Clo, Ojo, and Geo Ohr, Biloxi, Mississippi
James Carpenter, Montague, New Jersey (acquired
from the above in 1971)
Private Collection, New York (acquired from the above
in the early 1970s)
Acquired from the above by the present owner
in the 1980s
Literature
Eugene Hecht, George Ohr: The Greatest Art Potter on
Earth, New York, 2013, pp. 243-45, back cover (illustrated)
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55. Ken Price

1935-2012

Edo
painted ceramic, maple, painted wood, and glass
ceramic: 11.2 x 10.8 x 11 cm (4 3/8 x 4 1/4 x 4 3/8 in.)
display box: 43.8 x 44.3 x 44.3 cm (17 1/4 x 17 1/2 x 17 1/2 in.)
Executed in 1983.
Estimate
£150,000-200,000 $194,000-258,000
€168,000-224,000 ‡
Provenance
Willard Gallery, New York
Garth Clark Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Literature
R. Clayton Baker, ‘Ken Price at Castelli’s’, Ceramics
Monthly, January 1984, pp. 46-47 (similar
examples illustrated)
Ken Price: Sculpture and Drawings 1962-2006,
exh. cat., Matthew Marks Gallery, New York, 2006,
p. 85 (a similar example illustrated)
Stephanie Barron, Ken Price Sculpture: A Retrospective,
exh. cat., Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 2012,
pp. 100-01, 168, 237 (similar examples illustrated)
Ken Price: A Survey of Sculptures and Drawings,
exh. cat., Hauser & Wirth, London, 2017, pp. 42, 91
(similar examples illustrated)
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The Specimen Rocks of Ken Price

Ken Price was a potter before he became a sculptor. Born
and raised in Los Angeles, California, he studied under Peter
Voulkos at the Los Angeles County Art Institute (later Otis
College of Art and Design) and went on to earn an MFA from
the acclaimed ceramics program at the New York State
College of Ceramics at Alfred University. Upon returning
to Los Angeles in 1959, he was picked up by the Ferus Gallery,
which, under the directorship of Irving Blum, exhibited
Andy Warhol, Jasper Johns, and Frank Stella, among others.
Success in the contemporary art world followed shortly
thereafer: in 1962 he was included in Fify California Artists:
An Exhibition and in 1963 his sculpture Red was featured
on the cover of Artforum. Price then went on to participate
in the seminal exhibition American Sculpture of the Sixties at
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in 1967, a vast survey
of new American sculpture that comprised works by eighty
artists, among them John Chamberlain, Donald Judd, Sol
LeWitt, and Robert Morris (a number of these artists would
also go on to collect Price’s work).
Edo belongs to a series of sculptures that made their debut
at Willard Gallery and Leo Castelli Gallery in New York in
1983. That year Price had relocated with his family to
Massachusetts and embarked on a major new phase of his
career, moving from glazed ceramics to fred and painted
clay. Now fully detached from traditional ceramic techniques,
he never looked back. As R. Clayton Baker observed in his
review of the Castelli show for Ceramics Monthy, ‘Those
looking for stunning ceramic technique won’t fnd it here,
but these works do have a clear, color feld/expressionist
identity in a style which obviously appeals to the collector
with an afnity for paint on canvas. These sculptures have
as much relation to Mondrian as they do to Peter Voulkos’
(R. Clayton Baker, ‘Ken Price at Castelli’s’, Ceramics Monthly,
January 1984, p. 46). His new technique involved priming
his fred ceramic sculptures with over a dozen layers of acrylic
paint in rich metallic hues. He created the rough edges,
evocative of geological formations, by ripping of bits of
drying clay. The Specimen Rocks, as the sculptures are
known, are of a diminutive, hand-held scale. Price had
custom vitrines made for each work, which only furthered
their charm, elevating them like treasures in a curio cabinet.
It was a sophisticated pun, burying clay under layers of
acrylic paint, only to create sculptures that evoke the
mineral composition of earth.
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56. Yoshitomo Nara

b. 1959

Untitled
glazed ceramic
diameter 77 cm (30 3/8 in.)
depth 8.5 cm (3 3/8 in.)
Executed in 2007.
Estimate
£60,000-80,000 $77,500-103,000 €67,100-89,500 ‡
Provenance
Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York
Private Collection, Asia
Literature
Masakazu Takei, ed., Yoshitomo Nara. Ceramic Works,
Tokyo, 2010, p. 77 (illustrated)
Noriko Miyamura and Shinko Suzuki, eds.,
Yoshitomo Nara: The Complete Works, Paintings,
Sculptures, Editions, Photographs, vol. I, San Francisco,
2011, no. C-2007-020, pp. 295, 398 (illustrated, p. 295)
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Childhood

Executed in 2007, Untitled by Yoshitomo Nara is a rare example
from the artist’s multifaceted oeuvre, one of circa thirty
ceramic plates executed by the artist in that year. Featuring
Nara’s motif of a little girl, here seen in the guise of a vampire,
the present work showcases Nara’s evocative rendering of
his young character, conveyed through the medium of clay.
Conjuring a visual dialogue with the exceptionally early and
prolifc Japanese pottery tradition, Nara grew up during
a period of westernisation in Japan and was infuenced by
punk music, comic books and television as well as traditional
art forms; his work ofers a nuanced symbiosis of popular
culture and the ancient medium of clay. As exemplifed in
the present work, Nara masterfully captures the spirit of
his ambiguous character, exquisitely crafed through his
skilful balance of form, glaze application and line.

many people, because they recognise their precious inner solitude
within it, a solitude which has ofen been long lost’ (Banana
Yoshimoto, ‘The World of Nara-kun’, Yoshitomo Nara. Complete
Works, San Francisco, 2011, p. 9). Harnessing the impulsive and
reactionary immediacy of childhood, Nara’s choice of medium
captures every fnger mark and movement applied to the clay,
making it truly representative of energy and motion. While on
a recent residency in a small town in Hokkaido, Nara was based
at a disused school and noted, ‘While I was adding water to
the clay, some children came in exploring and they started to
collaborate with me very spontaneously to make the work. I was
very inspired and moved to see children coming back to a disused
school and gradually they worked with me on making the face of
a child from the clay’ (Romina Provenzi, ‘Yoshitomo Nara’s
Lessons in Clay’, Elephant, 17 August 2018, online).

Created ten years prior to Nara’s retrospective at the Toyota
Municipal Museum of Art, Aichi, Nara’s crafsmanship was
recently celebrated at his 2018 exhibition at Pace gallery’s
inaugural Hong Kong space, ofering an insight into his recent
ceramic output. In the same way that the inside concave
plane of the plate in the present work is wholly covered
by the face of Nara’s young girl, so his recent sculptures
showcase monumental ceramic heads, displaying only the
visage and, ofen exaggerated, heads of his fctional characters.
All-consuming and grand in scale, Nara’s new ceramic works
engulf us, subsuming the viewer into his complete celebration
of the medium. Fascinated by clay’s malleable properties,
Nara’s absorption into his ceramic practice is evident, whether
sculpting the clay into a fgurative realisation of his character
or using glaze to paint the outline of its manga-like face.
Nara’s work celebrates the ancient properties of these organic
materials, unveiling the skill necessary to produce hand painted
plates and to hand build with clay, his large heads remindful
of Haniwa warriors from the Kofun period. Consumed by
the intuitive properties of crafing from clay, Nara asserts
‘I couldn’t make pictures on a blank canvas, but I found I could
confront a mass of clay, I wouldn’t think about it with my mind.
I would just attack it, like in sumo, with my body’ (Edan Corkill,
‘Yoshitomo Nara puts the heart back in art’, The Japan Times,
20 July 2012, online).

Whereas Nara’s canvasses are ofen layered with translucent
layers of paint, built up to hide the raw canvas below, in
Nara’s ceramic work the properties of the medium are not
only clearly evident, but cherished by the artist, showcased
as an integral element of the work’s design, as evident in
the present work. Speaking in regards to his latest body
of ceramic works, Nara states:

Bearing the same cyclical format as many of the artist’s paintings,
the present work solely focuses on the countenance of Nara’s
little character. With her broad forehead, bright eyes and straight
mouth, Nara’s fgure bears a small pair of fangs. Sometimes
comical, violent, whimsical or macabre, the artist’s protagonists
ofen look isolated in their lonely microcosms, evoking childlike
wilfulness and a sense of independent freedom. ‘His work attracts
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‘Drawings have always sustained me as an artist whenever
my painting process wasn’t going well, but since I frst took
the medium of clay in my hands about 10 years ago, it’s
become something that lies right between painting and
drawing for me. In particular, the positive surrender to taking
a clay work that I believe is creatively complete, and seeing
it replaced by the fred ceramic result which may be better
or worse than my own capabilities, feels good. I think it’s
because it difers from other sculptural media that can be
controlled, but my encounter with creating ceramics has
been one of the most signifcant of my artistic life.
Recently I realized that clay is freer than pencil. Before
a toddler frst grasps a pencil and draws, comes the act
of holding. Change comes about from holding, squeezing,
releasing, holding again. This is a more primal instinct to
create with the hands directly, rather than using a tool like
a pencil or a brush. … I believe that my artistic consciousness
(or rather, my personal consciousness), which has long been
sustained by drawing whenever painting did not come easily,
has grown a little from gaining the output of ceramics’
(Yoshitomo Nara, ‘Ceramic Sculptures and Drawing and
Painting’, in Press Release, Ceramic Sculptures and Drawing
and Painting, Pace Gallery, Hong Kong, 2018, online).
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Property from an Important California Collection

57. Robert Arneson

1930-1992

This Head is Mine
signed and dated ‘Arneson/© 1980’, further
stamped ‘1 / 3’ on reverse of head
glazed stoneware, patinated bronze
height 184 cm (72 1/2 in.)
Executed in 1980-81, ceramic base is unique,
bronze head is number 1 from an edition of 3
plus 2 artist’s proofs and 1 foundry cast.
Estimate
£200,000-300,000 $258,000-388,000
€224,000-335,000 ‡
Provenance
Fuller Goldeen Gallery, San Francisco
William Bush, San Francisco (acquired from
the above in 1981)
Brian Gross Fine Art, San Francisco
Acquired from the above by the present owner
in 2012
Literature
Robert Arneson: The Last Works, exh. cat.,
John Berggruen Gallery, San Francisco, 1993,
n.p. (another example illustrated)
Robert Arneson: Self-Refections, exh. cat.,
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco,
1997, pp. 2, 37 (another example illustrated)
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Head of His Class
By Glenn Adamson

1981: the birth of a decade. In that year, MTV launched.
So did the Memphis design collective. The frst personal
computers were sold, and the word ‘internet’ entered the
English language. And what was Robert Arneson doing?
Finishing up work on a classical bronze bust, sitting on
a column-shaped plinth. It was entirely typical of this master
contrarian. From the outset of his career, he swam against
the tide, and accepted his fate as a ceramicist (then a mostly
unfashionable discipline) with mordant wit. Ceramics,
he pointed out facetiously, was always stuck in the art school
basement. It was ‘the world’s most fascinating hobby.’

Robert Arneson with another version
of This Head is Mine in his 430 First St.
studio located in Benicia, California, 1985
Artwork © 2018 Estate of Robert Arneson /
Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY.
Photograph by Kurt Edward Fishback © 1985.
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A breakthrough came in 1961, when he was sitting bored at
a Northern California craf fair. A potter named Fred Ball,
just a teenager at the time, later described what happened:
‘I sat in back of Arneson, who was throwing a squat bottle;
he slashed an ‘x x x’ across it, sliced the outline of a label, thumbed
a piece of clay into a pop-top shape, and presto: a big clay beer
bottle came out of a weed pot’.1 Arneson then added a label in
little clay coils: NO DEPOSIT, NO RETURN. The object was
eerily in tune with Pop Art, just then being invented on the
other coast. It was also prescient, for he never did look back.
Soon Arneson brought to a close his initial, ftful eforts to
make expressionist sculpture in the manner of Peter Voulkos
(who had just arrived in the Bay Area), and instead unleashed
a torrent of raunchy hilarity. He plumbed the debased
utilitarian formats of his discipline, such as bricks, fowerpots,
and toilets, mocking the pretensions of clay-as-art. He fooled
around with surrealism, in a memorable typewriter with
lacquered fngernails in the place of keys, and a toaster with
sausage-like fngers waggling up out of its slots. Before long
this self-appointed court jester of the craf movement found
himself surrounded by disciples, particularly at the University
of California at Davis, where he taught beginning in 1962
– among them Margaret Dodd, David Gilhooly, Chris Unterseher,
and Peter Vandenberge. Bruce Nauman was there too,
conducting his frst performance art pieces.
Arneson and his adherents were claimed for ‘Funk Art’ by
curator Peter Selz, in an infuential show of that title held
in 1967. Most of them shrugged – call us whatever you want –
and the label stuck. Arneson pressed on, creating increasingly
ambitious work, less concerned with his medium and more with
his psyche. One series, begun in 1966, dwelled on the suburban
mundanity of his own home on Alice Street, which he described
as follows: ‘a slab-foor, one- story, three-bedroom, two-bath,
two-car garage, California-style house. It is for sale’.2 Another
consisted of trophies whose sad-sack silhouettes made them
seem like awards for last place.
Then there were self-portrait busts, in seemingly endless
variety. The very frst one cracked in the kiln, ofering Arneson
the opportunity to make a joke at his own expense: Self-Portrait
of the Artist Losing His Marbles (1965). In A Hollow Jesture
(1971 – note the spelling), he sticks out his tongue at anyone
who happens by. This spate of self-satire arguably peaked with
Smorgi- Bob the Cook (also 1971), a massive installation in
white low-fre clay, the medium of choice for beginners. In it,
Arneson adopts the guise of a ceramic Julia Child, an avalanche
of handmade footstufs cascading down a slanted table in front
of him; he later remarked that he’d intended to ‘china paint it all
like I was doing the dirty dishes,’ but an exhibition came along
and he never quite got round to it.3
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Over the following decade, Arneson continued to create
self-portraits, drawn as well as sculpted. (As Ball put it in
1973, ‘Arneson’s theme is now Arneson’)4. He began exploring
the format of the sculptural bust in greater depth, showing no
less than eighteen simultaneously in a show at his regular
gallery, Hansen-Fuller. Deeper, too, was the emotional and
narrative sophistication of the work. In addition to his stream
of self-portraits, he portrayed other prominent artists past
and present, among them his colleagues Voulkos and
Gilhooly, as well as Pablo Picasso and Francis Bacon. Jackson
Pollock was to become a particular object of fascination,
perhaps because the Abstract Expressionist’s confdent
gestures and reckless machismo represented all that Arneson
could not lay claim to. He was cursed with self-awareness.
In 1981 he had a brush with serious controversy: he had been
awarded a commission to depict George Moscone, the mayor
of San Francisco, who had been assassinated by a mentally ill
former city employee. Gay activist Harvey Milk lost his life in
the same tragic incident. Arneson misjudged the moment,
but made a savagely great work in the process. He brought
his customary irony to the project: a grinning Moscone,
unsuspecting, atop a pedestal riddled with bullet holes and
scrawled with text. ‘Smith and Wesson’ (the murder weapon).
‘Twinkies’ (The murderer infamously blamed his addiction to
junk food for his crime). ‘Harvey Milk, too.’
The rawness of the work endures better than most monuments
to tragedy, which pale into anodyne irrelevance over time.
When you look at Arneson’s response to Moscone, you can
still feel the shock and senselessness of the tragedy. If
anything, the work feels more relevant with passing years;
it’s a genuinely human response to gun violence. But at the
time, it brought him nothing but trouble. Afer much complaint,
the commission was rejected and returned to the artist. It’s
now in the collection of the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art, whose curator Gary Garrels comments that the work’s
reception prompted Arneson to ‘think increasingly in terms
of moral responsibility and political commitment as primary
to his choice and treatment of subjects’.5
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Perhaps we should see Arneson’s This Head Is Mine in light of
this change. Executed in the same year and in the same format
as the Moscone portrait, it also shares with the controversial
work a sense of fallen heroism. Much of this has to do with the
selection of materials. Instead of Arneson’s usual ceramic,
the self-portrait head is rendered in cast bronze, that most
elevated of artistic media. He exploited the potential of casting
to realise multiple copies – the head exists in an edition of
three, two artist’s proofs, and a foundry cast – but in an unusual
move, placed it on a unique ceramic plinth, one of at least
three diferent designs that Arneson paired with the same
head.6 This complicated production history adds depth to
the sculpture’s primary message: that Arneson was of a man
of parts, divided against himself.
The idea is furthered by fragments of text impressed into
the skin of the bust, which annotate its various features using
purposefully lame puns: ‘it is eye,’ ‘a time for head.’ A further
sketchy self-portrait appears on the columnar support,
almost lost within the matrix of Pollock-like brushstrokes
and proliferating eyes. These allude to Arneson’s old
preoccupation, the Surrealists. The eye in isolation was
central to the oeuvres of René Magritte, Salvador Dalí, and
Luis Buñuel, all of whom exploited the idea that it was a
portal to the dreaming mind, and also a body part of unusual
sensitivity and fragility. (Recall, if you can bear it, the famous
opening shot of Buñuel’s flm Un Chien Andalou.) Yet Arneson’s
mobilisation of this motif also has a more personal quality,
lending the work an air of incessant self-observation.

Afer 1981, Arneson would continue to explore the themes in
This Head Is Mine for the decade remaining to him, as well
as the combination of a bronze multiple on a unique ceramic
plinth. The eye motif pops up (literally) in Self, in which
a mini-Arneson pokes his head out of an eyeball, like a sailor
out of a porthole. In Rooted (1983, now in the collection of
the Arizona State University Art Museum), he again appears
doubled, both as a bronze bust and a naked, splayed-out
painted fgure. The composition of the latter plays on
Leonardo’s Vitruvian Man, another favorite Arneson reference,
playing up the famous image’s latent comedy and vulnerability.
He even managed to retain this wry self-deprecation in
a series of works dealing with his own battle with cancer.
In these so-called Chemo Portraits (1992), the artist seems
to dissolve, exposing the cavities within.
These late works are a ftting close to the arc begun in his
frst ‘cracked’ self-portrait: a career’s worth of unfinching
exploration. Arneson knew well the absurdity of making
monuments to himself. He did it anyway. And more than
that: in works like This Head is Mine, he achieved a quality
of philosophical introspection that is rare in any art form.
Not bad for the world’s most fascinating hobby.

1 Fred Ball, “Arneson,” Craf Horizons 34/1 (Feb. 1974), p. 29-30.
2 Quoted in David Zack, “The Ceramics of Robert Arneson: A Plumber’s Nightmare
and a Psychiatrist’s Holiday,” Craf Horizons 30/1 (Jan./Feb. 1970), p. 60.
3 Oral history interview with Robert Arneson, August 14-15, 1981. Archives of
American Art, Smithsonian Institution.
4 Ball, “Arneson,” p. 65. See also Jonathan Fineberg, A Troublesome Subject:
The Art of Robert Arneson (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2013).
5 Quoted in “SFMoMA Acquires Arneson’s Famous Bust of George Moscone,”
press release, May 31, 2012.
6 According to the gallerist George Adams, who jointly represents the artist’s estate
with Brian Gross, the original ceramic head used as the basis for the bronze edition
also has a unique ceramic pedestal; this work is currently in a private collection in
Des Moines, Iowa. The estate also retains another unique ceramic base for one of
the heads, comparable with This Head is Mine. The pedestal for the frst, ceramic
head was also used as the basis for a further bronze edition of plinths – three, plus
one foundry cast – with the title Myself & I. A smaller bronze sculpture from the
same series, though executed in 1991, is in the permanent collection of the Seattle
Art Museum. My thanks to Adams for this information.
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Property from a Private Collection, UK

58. Claudi Casanovas

b. 1956

Lluna Nova (Juno, La Daurada, Mercè, Nigra sum,
Nuria), from the ‘Lunar Cycle’ series
stoneware, fred and polished
largest 33 x 70 x 57 cm (12 7/8 x 27 1/2 x 22 1/2 in.)
Executed in 2013.
Estimate
£40,000-60,000 $51,700-77,500 €44,700-67,100 ♠ †
Provenance
Erskine, Hall & Coe, London
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 2013
Exhibited
London, Erskine, Hall & Coe, Claudi Casanovas:
‘Lluna Nova’, 1 - 30 May 2013
Hangzhou, China Academy of Art, Hangzhou
International Contemporary Ceramic Art Biennale,
12 - 22 December 2016
London, Erskine, Hall & Coe, Claudi Casanovas,
11 - 28 July 2017
Literature
Arnauld De l’Epine, ‘Claudi Casanovas Recent
Work: Lluna Nova and Pomones’, Ceramics: Art and
Perception, June 2015, no. 100, pp. 33-34 (illustrated)
Eva Vàzquez and Jordi Puig, Claudi Casanovas
Ceramics 1975-2015, Catalonia, 2016, pp. 253-63
(illustrated and cover)
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‘It is true that a good part of Claudi Casanovas’ work has
tended towards monumentality, towards a kind of excess
that appears to be a mastadontic and imposing exhibitionism.
But, what these pieces say doesn’t strike me as demagogic
or vociferous. Rather, they are silent, they celebrate what
they are with great restraint; at the most they roll around like
the body of an animal in the sun. It’s quite a paradox, because
the pieces that he fres are ofen deliberately exaggerated.
In one of the emails that he sends me right afer the visit
to his studio, he is tempted by the grotesque as it was
formulated by Victor Hugo, as the contribution of ugliness
and the fantastic to the complete perception of its opposite:
the sublime. ‘I was thinking that my large-format pieces,
size XXL, could be grotesque’, he writes, ‘like the gargoyles
of a cathedral’. He shares his chimerical tendency with
the Italian artist Giuseppe Penone, so present in Casanovas’
prints for his notion of material as a skin with memory,
and about whose work he has also commented on the
‘monstrous infection’ that has ofen consisted of introducing
into the forest morbid, incongruous and artifcial elements
that nature ends up assimilating as its own excrescences.
On another occasion, Casanovas expressed a desire to have
a ‘titanic robot, able to model tons of earth’. And if that
weren’t enough, he sometimes subjects his ceramics
to terrible strains: sandblasting them, bringing them to
the boiling point, dropping them from a great height
or exposing them to freezing. ‘That’s why I make them’,
he says, ‘because imagination alone will only get you so far’.’
Eva Vázquez (excerpted from Eva Vázquez and Jordi Puig,
Claudi Casanovas Ceramics 1975-2015, Catalonia, 2016)

Claudi Casanovas.
Photograph by Michael Harvey,
courtesy Erskine, Hall & Coe.
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59. Lucio Fontana

1899-1968

Testa di Medusa
incised with the artist’s initials ‘LF’ on the reverse
earthenware, lustre glaze
5.8 x 6 x 4.5 cm (2 1/4 x 2 3/8 x 1 3/4 in.)
Executed in 1947-50, this work is registered with the
Fondazione Lucio Fontana under archive no. 1173/001.
Estimate
£15,000-20,000 $19,400-25,800 €16,800-22,400 ♠
Provenance
Private Collection, Italy

Head of Medusa, Greek relief,
Temple of Apollo. Didyma, Turkey.
Image: Bridgeman Images.
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The Modern Medusa

The image of the mythological gorgon fgure, Medusa, has
been continually revisited throughout art history by artists
and artisans alike, inspiring painters and sculptors such as
Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio,
Damien Hirst and Lucio Fontana. Traditionally symbolic of
unbridled terror, violence and fear, in Lucio Fontana’s Testa
di Medusa, the visage of the gorgon, with her piercing eyes,
is frozen in clay, subverting the mythology of Medusa’s
deadly glare, which, with a single glance, can transfgure
your body into stone.
In the 1930s, Fontana travelled to Albissola and the Mazzotti
factory, where he started work on his practice, later returning
in the 1940s to continue incorporating his Spazialismo ethos
within the medium of clay. Having trained in sculpture and
ceramics, Fontana had spent his formative years in his
father’s studio in Rosario de Santa Fe, Argentina, making
religious icons for funerals, such as Christ fgures and the
Virgin and Child. Working with clay provided Fontana with
a reactive and fexible medium, malleable properties which
bore a symbiosis with Fontana’s Concetto spaziale. Slashing,
tearing, rupturing or penetrating his medium with Murano
glass, Fontana looked to marry light, sound and form in
his holistic works, creating a new visual dialogue with
multidimensionality at the forefront of his enquiry.

Evident in the neon tendrils of his pinnacle installation Ambiente
spaziale a luce nera, 1949, exhibited at the Galleria del Naviglio
in Milan, the deep gouges in his monumental terracotta Natura
and the opalescent blend of multi-coloured glazes which dance
on the surface of his Crocifssione, Fontana’s practice prises
open the possibilities of representation. Caught in a feeting
moment between abstraction and fguration, Fontana’s
Testa di Medusa showcases the qualities of his chosen medium
and celebrates the movement of the clay in its plasticity.
Commenting on Fontana’s def ability to harness the material
properties of clay when handling the medium, art critic and
friend Guido Balla noted, ‘his hands created an aerial musicality
and he remained silent as though in a trance’ (Guido Balla,
quoted in, Valérie Da Costa, Lucio Fontana, Deposizione della
Croce, Galerie Karsten Greve, Paris, 2017, online).

Lucio Fontana, Testa di Medusa
(dettaglio), 1948-1954,
Fondazione Prada, Milan.
© Lucio Fontana/SIAE/DACS, London.
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60. Ai Weiwei

b. 1957

He Xie
porcelain, in approximately 2,300 parts
dimensions variable
Executed in 2010.
Estimate
£400,000-600,000 $517,000-775,000
€447,000-671,000 ‡
Provenance
Frahm Ltd., Hong Kong
Private Collection, Europe
Exhibited
New York, Mary Boone Gallery, Ai Weiwei: Forge,
19 October - 21 December 2012, pp. 58-59, 62-65
(another variant illustrated)
Washington, D.C., Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, Smithsonian Institution; Indianapolis Museum
of Art; Toronto, Art Gallery of Ontario; Pérez Art Museum
Miami; Brooklyn Museum, Ai Weiwei: According to What?,
7 October 2012 - 10 August 2014, pp. 2-3, 133, 134-135, 138
(another variant exhibited and illustrated, pp. 2-3, 134-135)

Berlin, Martin-Gropius-Bau, Ai Weiwei - Evidence,
3 April - 7 July 2014, pp. 162-165 (another variant exhibited
and illustrated, pp. 162, 164-165)
Woodstock, Blenheim Art Foundation, Blenheim Palace,
Ai Weiwei at Blenheim Palace, 1 October 2014 - 26 April 2015,
pp. 86-89 (another variant exhibited and illustrated on cover,
pp. 86-87, 89)
London, Royal Academy of Arts, Ai Weiwei, 19 September
- 13 December 2015, pp. 148, 150-151 (another variant
exhibited and illustrated, pp. 150-151)
Florence, Palazzo Strozzi, Ai Weiwei: Libero, 23 September
2016 - 22 January 2017, pp. 24-25, 136-139 (another variant
exhibited and illustrated, pp. 24, 25, 137, 138-139)
Literature
Ai Weiwei @ Helsinki, exh.cat., Maija Tanninen-Mattila,
Helsinki, 2015, p. 35 (another variant illustrated)
Hans Wener Holzwarth, ed., Ai Weiwei, Cologne,
2016, pp. 478-481, 596 (another variant illustrated,
pp. 479, 480-481)

Image courtesy of Ai Weiwei Studio @ Ai Weiwei
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He Xie

Antique crab sculptures from Ai Weiwei’s collection
Image courtesy of Ai Weiwei Studio © Ai Weiwei.

Ai Weiwei’s He Xie, 2010, presents the viewer with approximately
2,300 porcelain crabs, piled on one another and scattered
on foreign ground. Usually nestled in corners of gallery
spaces or placed centre stage in vacant museum rooms,
the installation’s lifeless crustaceans are as though removed
from their traditional habitat and thrown into an artifcial
spotlight, unsuspectedly becoming prey to any passing
visitor’s scrutiny. While this random display of static fgurines
in artistic contexts may seem harmless and even humorous
at frst, one may easily infer, upon further refection, the
installation’s daunting political implications. In other words,
and as ofen with Ai Weiwei’s works, apparent simplicity
betrays plural meaning, while seemingly gentle surfaces
readily uncover thorny foundations.
In the case of He Xie, the transformation of a species’ living
environment into a space open for spectatorship symbolically
refers to the methods of exposure utilised by China’s surveillance
state. With increasingly powerful technologies enabling wider
arenas for census and tighter control systems, access to
online and ofine resources have been limited, and individual
freedoms have been restricted over time. In performing
a pretend displacement of marine life, Ai Weiwei thus brings
forth issues of privacy and human rights at large.
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The sense of displacement entailed by the crabs’ dislocation
furthermore bears lexical ramifcations. He Xie, translating
to either ‘harmony’ or its homophone ‘water crab’ in Chinese
Mandarin, indeed possesses concealed undertones, brimming
with political hues. Around the time of the present work’s
creation, the expression ‘he xie’ was thrust beyond its literal
meaning by internet users to designate online censorship in
China, satirically subverting the government’s appropriated
notion of ‘harmony’, instead giving it the face of a crab.
Proliferating on forums as well as the rare accessible social
platforms, crustacean iconography was thus extracted from its
original semantic universe and propelled into political ground.
This practice of subversion is not unfamiliar to Ai Weiwei.
In one of his more solemnly striking works, executed a year
before the present installation, the Beijing-born artist spent
a year looking into a political coverup involving poorly
constructed schools which had succumbed to a natural
disaster in Sichuan, 2008. Tens of thousands of young
students were trapped underneath the weakened walls,
culminating in an appalling death toll exceeding fve thousand.
Following Ai’s thorough inspection of this tragedy, the artist
materialised a poignant piece entitled Remembering,
consisting of 9,000 infatable backpacks writing out the
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work’s title in Mandarin characters. The visual lightheartedness
of Remembering, echoing the innocent colours of
childhood, marks a stark contrast with the heavy reality
of the corruption it denounces. The piece’s attachment to
a specifc event furthermore likens it to a memorial, and
lends it resounding authority.
While Ai Weiwei’s prolifc body of work touches upon various
national political concerns, and extends at times to the
international arena, the beating heart of all his pieces remains
an unwavering and hopeful aspiration towards human rights;
its beam of light is like an undetachable cover enveloping
each new creative gesture.
In this perspective, the activist motivations behind Ai’s
works always precede their form. While He Xie is a movable
installation and Remembering was an ephemeral and
site-specific architectural project, other works by the artist
have flourished amidst distinctive genres: iconoclastic
sculptures (Coca-Cola vases), dissident photographs
(Study of Perspective) and critical films. As fellow artist
and friend Olafur Eliasson once exclaimed, Ai’s ‘content
can be translated into any form, any language. It could be
a building, a film, a sound, a poem, a gust of wind.’ (Olafur
Eliasson, quoted in Ai Weiwei: Libero, exh. cat., Palazzo
Strozzi, Florence, 2016, p. 78) In other words, Ai Weiwei’s
art will adopt any form, so long its breath is political.

Countless artists over time have aligned with Ai Weiwei’s
atemporal ideals of freedom and harmony, and expressed
them in personal ways; few have descended the risky route
of activism, which led the Chinese artist to detention in 2011.
An artist who has also addressed some of China’s postCommunist political tenets is Song Dong. In his 2005
installation Waste Not, the Beijing-born artist amassed
a large collection of items his mother had kept through
the years, arranging them under a house-like structure
in an attempt to physically box her life, literally condensing
the documents that witnessed its unfolding. The matter
of hoarding that Waste Not addresses touches upon the
anxieties of an older generation not having enough supplies
to live on in Communist China, but is also refective of a later
and current phenomenon of mass-consumerism worldwide.
While Ai Weiwei’s He Xie is coldly critical and sharply political,
Song Dong’s Waste Not is warm, tackling politics at the
surface only to go deeper into familial intimacy.
Maurizio Cattelan’s Frank and Jamie, on the other hand, bears
a sardonically humorous tone. Portraying two eponymous
policemen, scalps against the ground, standing upside down,
the two-part sculpture sheds lights on the paradox of arbitrary
authority. The viewer is acquainted with neither Frank nor
Jamie, and yet is easily able to observe the policemen’s
incapacity to enact reasonable power.

‘In Chinese, ‘harmonious’ (a code word
for state censorship popular among
netizens) also sounds like ‘crab’,
so I asked my porcelain makers to
make crabs to bring the irony of the
political situation into a physical,
everyday visual language that people
can understand.’
Ai Weiwei

Ai Weiwei
He Xie, installation view at
Palazzo Strozzi, Florence, 2016.
© Ai Weiwei.
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Property from a Private Collection, Santa Monica, California

61. Lucie Rie

1902-1995

Footed bowl
impressed with artist’s seal
stoneware, matt blue glaze with golden manganese lip
diameter 18.2 cm (7 1/8 in.)
Executed in 1985.
Estimate
£40,000-60,000 $51,700-77,500
€44,700-67,100 ♠
Provenance
Fischer Fine Arts, London
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1985
Literature
Tony Birks, Lucie Rie, Catrine, 2009, p. 217
(a similar example illustrated)
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Lucie Rie’s Late Bowls
By David Whiting

Lucie Rie’s pots became more decorative by the 1970s,
concentrating more on one-of pieces, and placing less
emphasis on the functional tablewares that gave her
some fnancial stability in the 1950s and 60s. She began to
concentrate more on her bottles, vases, and bowls, alongside
occasional domestic orders, shapes she would refne and
perfect as ‘pots for the house’, as she stated her intention
back in Vienna in the 1930s. But now in her later years,
the demand for everyday functional items was in decline,
due in part to market forces. Better industrially-produced
tablewares were eclipsing studio sales amongst potters.
In addition, the emerging gallery culture for ceramics
encouraged the making of more special exhibition pots,
and Rie was by 1970 a world famous potter, with a recent
show at the Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen in Rotterdam
and an Arts Council retrospective in 1967 to her credit.
An O.B.E. was awarded the following year, the frst of
such honours.
In the last two decades of her life Lucie Rie was able to
consolidate her interest in colour, concentrating on some
of the vivid glazes she was formulating in the 1950s and 60s;
rich bronzes, brilliant yellows and pinks, greens, and luminous
blues. As the critic and curator Margot Coatts wrote of her
later work, she was dealing more in ‘abstract elements’,
focusing on and refning her most characteristic forms,
and ones which could have a considerable sculptural presence.
They also revealed a potter able to enjoy herself on more
expansive pieces, and this bowl from 1985 (frst exhibited
at Fischer Fine Art) shows Rie at her richest and most
elemental. Generously fared, with a typically deep foot,

she used a smooth luminous blue frosted glaze on both
interior and exterior, and with a manganese / copper bronze
band around the rim, this generously bleeding into the base
glaze like a rain cloud washing into a blue sky. Such objects
express the fundamentals of the potter’s art; containment,
volume and space, and the ‘latent energy’ (as the potter
Joanna Constantinidis called it) of something having risen
organically, expanding on the wheel. As the critic Herbert
Read wrote in 1931, ‘Pottery is pure art; it is art freed from
any imitative intention. Sculpture, to which it is most nearly
related, had from the frst an imitative intention, and is
perhaps to that extent less free for the expression of the will
to form than pottery; pottery is plastic art in its most abstract
essence’. This bowl epitomises this quality of pure abstraction.
It is little wonder that such apparently simple shapes by Rie
connected visually with twentieth-century art and architecture,
the abstract colour felds of Mark Rothko and Barnett Newman,
and the building forms of Ludwig Mies van de Rohe and Alvar
Aalto. This is the context in which her work is ofen seen, and
reminds us that Rie’s provenance was afer all that of a Viennese
modernist, someone who was well versed in contemporary
art and the legacy of functionalist building and design. The
luminous colour combinations she used on her pots, such as
the present work, have an almost baroque sensuality; Lucie
Rie at her most opulent, and connecting again with the
Jugendstil infuences of the city of her birth. But they relate
to the earliest bowl shapes as well, for example the prehistoric
pots she admired at Avebury, and to Chinese classical forms,
all assimilated into her own unmistakable language.

Lucie Rie in her studio.
© 1983 Ben Boswell.
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Property from a Private Collector
O

62. Lucio Fontana

1899-1968

Cavallo
signed ‘L. Fontana/M.G./A.’ on the underside
glazed stoneware
59.5 x 79.5 x 46 cm (23 3/8 x 31 1/4 x 18 1/8 in.)
Executed in 1935-36.
Estimate
£400,000-600,000 $517,000-775,000
€447,000-671,000 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Maurizio Mazocchi, Milan
Alberto Scarzella, Milan
Anthony Meier Fine Arts, San Francisco
Sotheby’s, London, 24 October 2005, lot 31
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
Milan, Palazzo Reale, La Donazione Lucio Fontana,
Proposta per una Sistemazione Museografca,
28 November 1978 - 28 February 1979
Rimini, Sala Comunale d’Arte Contemporanea,
Lucio Fontana, Mostra Antologica, 30 June
- 30 September 1982, no. 17, n.p. (illustrated)
Bologna, Galleria d’Arte Moderna, Giorgio Morandi,
Scultura e Ceramica in Italia nel Novecento, 3 October
- 26 November 1989, no. 43, p. 76 (illustrated)
Milan, Padiglione d’Arte Contemporanea di Milano,
Centenario di Lucio Fontana, Cinque mostre a Milano:
Lucio Fontana Idee e Capolavori, 23 April - 20 June 1999,
pp. 102, 342 (illustrated, p. 102)
London, Hayward Gallery, Lucio Fontana, 2000, no. 17,
pp. 77, 204 (illustrated, p. 77)
Literature
Enrico Crispolti, Lucio Fontana Catalogue Raisonné, vol.II,
Brussels, 1974, no. 35-36 SC 4, pp. 16, 18 (illustrated, p. 16)
Enrico Crispolti, Lucio Fontana Catalogo Generale, vol.I,
Milan, 1986, no. 35-36 SC 4, p. 66 (illustrated)
Enrico Crispolti, ed., Fontana, Milan, 1999, no. 43, pp. 117,
282 (illustrated, p. 117)
Enrico Crispolti, Lucio Fontana Catalogo ragionato di
sculture, dipinti, ambientazioni, vol I, Milan, 2015,
no. 35-36 SC 4, p. 162 (illustrated)
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Dimensionality and the Gestural
Intervention of the Artist’s Hand

Gian Lorenzo Bernini
Constantine on Horseback, 1670
marble statue, St Peter’s Basilica, Rome.
Image: Bridgeman Images.

Cavallo, the dynamic, twisting animal forged in clay, is
an earnest example of Lucio Fontana’s crucial ceramic
contributions to art history, intrinsic to the overarching
ideas that defne modern art and its practices. Anticipating
his later tagli and buchi, the principles for which the artist
is most celebrated – space, dimensionality and the gestural
intervention of the artist’s hand – are central to the present
work. His direct and forceful manipulation of the surface
prefgures the intensity of the Concetti spaziale. Rendered
in a form that is suggestive of the fgurative animal yet
simultaneously a visceral and abstract register of the artist’s
process, Cavallo displays the creative potency and material
density of Fontana’s ceramic artistry.
Having commenced his sculptural career within his father’s
frm, forging funerary busts from marble and gesso, in 1928
Fontana enrolled at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera
training as a neo-Classical sculptor under professor Adolf Wildt.
Departing, however, from Wildt’s traditional training, Fontana
became heavily infuenced by a group of abstract sculptors
associated with the Galleria del Milione, Milan and the Paris
based ‘Abstraction-Création’. In 1935, further honing his
command of the medium, the artist moved to Albissola, Italy,
which at the time was the heart of Italian ceramic research and
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production. Here, within the Atelier Mazzotti alongside Futurist
ceramicist Tulio Mazzotti, Fontana began to tackle a large
group of traditional subjects including lions, warriors, saints,
crucifxes, sea creatures, and other animals such as rampant
horses. Greatly infuenced by Mazotti’s dicta and artistic
philosophy, Fontana’s output became increasingly concerned
with the concept of movement and kinetica within static
images. Unlike the Futurists, however, who represented the
movement of life, Fontana impressed movement into his work
itself, transforming his objects into something wholly organic.
In the present work, an early example of the artist’s ceramic
practice, the infuence of his time in Albissola is prominent,
most noticeably through the brilliant tension within the
surface, fueled by the artist’s desire to investigate gestural
fguration in sculpture. In the years following his time at
Atelier Mazzotti, Fontana gained experience at the Sèvres
factory, near Paris becoming acquainted with fellow artists
Constantin Brâncuși, Tristan Tzara, and Joan Miró. Fascinated
by the boundless prospects of abstraction, Fontana admired
the grace and elegance of Brâncuși’s organic sculptures and
during his time in Paris, following the creation of the present
work, Fontana become known for his investigative approach
to creation, paving the way for his later more abstracted

14/09/18 11:02

creations and cementing his reputation as an ‘abstract
ceramicist’, as noted by Filippo Marinetti in the 1938
Futurist manifesto, Ceramica e Aeroceramica.
Exalting Baroque artists for their liberation of space and
suggestion of movement, in his ceramic practice Fontana
drew great infuence from sculptor Gian Lorenzo Bernini.
The manipulated and gestural forms of the horse in
Cavallo resonate with Fontana’s 1951 Manifesto tecnico
dello spazialismo, within which he expressed his desire to
‘open up art forms so as to penetrate space; to create a
new dimension that ties in with the cosmos as it endlessly
expands beyond the image’ (Lucio Fontana, quoted in
Jan van der Marck and Enrico Crispolti, La Connaissance,
Brussels, 1974, p. 7). Ostensibly fgurative, the present work
challenges the density of his chosen medium, formed with
distinct lightness and motion through the rounded and
elegantly indeterminate rendering of the form.

Through independent sculptural works as well as collaborations
with fellow artists, architects and designers, the likes of
Roberto Menghi and Osvaldo Borsani, Fontana’s ceramics
fuse dispersive frames of reference, drawn from contemporary
strands of design, art and architecture. A precursor to
Fontana’s monumental chimney for the Borsani Casa
Immobiliare, Varedo, 1943, which is adorned with the
artist’s distinctive battaglia motif of soldiers on horseback,
the present work, through the curvilinear form of the horse,
marries the fgurative with the fantastical, leaving the beast
suspended at the boundaries of abstraction. Through the
artist’s sensitivity to the diverse qualities of clay and his
formal manipulation and expression of form, Cavallo serves
as a striking example of Fontana’s synthesis of the arts.

Lucio Fontana at work,
Albissola 1950-55.
© Lucio Fontana/Milan SIAE/DACS,
London, 2018.
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‘I am a sculptor and not a ceramicist. I have never turned a plate on
a potter’s wheel or painted a vase. […] During my long stay at the Sèvres
‘I am a sculptor and not a ceramicist. I have never
laboratories I researched and studied form, the expression of form.
turned a plate on a potter’s wheel or painted a vase…
As in my studio, I continued to sculpt figures and metamorphoses
During my long stay at the Sèvres laboratories
weighing hundreds of pounds, and to paint them in bright colour.
I researched and studied form, the expression of form.
My plastic form from the earliest to the latest models is never
As in my studio, I continued to sculpt figures and
dissociated from the colour. My sculptures have always been polychrome.
metamorphoses weighing hundreds of pounds,
[…] Colour and form are indissoluble, born of an identical need.’
and to paint them in bright colour…Colour and
Lucio Fontana
form are indissoluble, born of an identical need.’
Lucio Fontana
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Property from a Private Collection

63. Fausto Melotti

1901-1986

Female fgure
signed with the artist’s 7 dot cipher on the underside
enamelled ceramic
height 21.7 cm (8 1/2 in.)
Executed circa 1950, this work is registered
with the Archivio Fausto Melotti, Milan.
Estimate
£40,000-60,000 $51,700-77,500 €44,700-67,100 ♠
Provenance
Giorgio Casali, Milan
Thence by descent
Literature
Gian Carlo Bojani, ‘Fausto Melotti: delicate folds
in ceramics’, Keramikos, no. 16, August 1990,
n.p. (a similar example illustrated)
Germano Celant, Fausto Melotti: Catalogo generale,
Tomo primo, Sculture 1929-1972, Milan, 1994, p. 96
(a similar example illustrated)
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Fausto Melotti – Matter and Movement

The adventure of the piece of ceramic that enters the oven
amorphous and emerges in full party dress is the source of
an exciting joy, an indefnite limit between sense and beauty.
It’s like a holiday trip into a world that is more fairy-like than
magical, a world where expressions like joy in work fnd value
and meaning. That is why I would advise every sculptor to
dedicate a bit of time to ceramic now and then (Fausto
Melotti: l’incertezza, exh. cat., Nouveau Musée National
de Monaco, 2015, p. 18).
Alongside contemporaries such as Lucio Fontana, with whom
he studied at the Accademia di Brera in Milan, Fausto Melotti
is considered one the most infuential Italian ceramists of his
generation. His earliest experience as a ceramist occurred in
the late 1920s, when he produced his frst decorative pieces
in collaboration with the manufacturer Richard Ginori. At this
time, his friend Gio Ponti played a signifcant role, ardently
supporting Melotti and his ceramic work, as evidenced by
the numerous articles published in Domus over the decades.
During the post-war period and up until the early 1960s,
Melotti worked almost exclusively in ceramic, an accessible
material for an artist based in a country still recovering from
devastation following the war. He found in the medium a new
means of artistic expression and developed a more fgurative,
humanist language rupturing from the abstract sculptures
of the 1930s. This new language was admired by both critics
and the public, earning him several awards, including the
Gran Prix at the ninth Milan Triennale in 1951.

In his studio, located in via Leopardi 26, Milan, he started
experimenting extensively with clay, individually producing
a considerable number of objects that are as a result entirely
unique, in terms of forms, glazes, intrinsic irregularities
and iconographies. Of these works there are two main
characteristics: the revival of the Archaic and Classical art,
which can be seen in the vases, cups, bowls, plates or some
fgurines, as well as the Baroque inspiration. The latter is
exemplifed by the feminine fgures, depicted in the present
work, showing the infuence of Gian Lorenzo Bernini in the
intricate folds and layers adorning the fgure. Executed
in the 1950s, this work illustrates Melotti’s experimental
approach towards the medium, applying thin-built layers,
folded together to create movement and then fnished
using polychrome glaze.
When viewed together with his ceramic production, a more
complete portrait of this multifaceted artist emerges,
namely one that shows him equally invested in fne art
and handcraf, abstraction and fguration, line and volume,
fullness and emptiness, colour and form. In 2003, a major
exhibition of Melotti’s ceramic work was held at the Museum
of Modern and Contemporary Art of Trento and Rovereto,
highlighting his distinguished technique and the high quality
of the production. Melotti’s ceramic works are included in
the permanent collections of the Museum of Modern Art,
New York, the Museo del Novecento, Milan, and the Galleria
Nazionale d’Arte Moderna, Rome.

‘‘Imagination is without limits. By delimiting
it, you hear its echoes.’
Fausto Melotti
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64. Simone Leigh

b. 1967

Untitled
salt-glazed porcelain
20.3 x 36.8 x 20.3 cm (7 7/8 x 14 1/2 x 7 7/8 in.)
Executed in 2012.
Estimate
£10,000-15,000 $12,900-19,400 €11,200-16,800 ‡
Provenance
Tilton Gallery, New York
Private Collection, US
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Ancestral Totems

Simone Leigh working on her sculpture
Brick House, 2018.
© Simone Leigh 2018. Photo: Michelle Gustafson.

The present work, with arresting technical and physical
presence, recalls traumas of the past; the majestic, fragile
and ethereal form is instilled with pathos. Synthesising the
visual intersections amongst cultures, historical precedents,
and geographical boundaries, Simone Leigh’s contemporary
ceramic practice astutely challenges and scrutinises notions
of the femininity, race, politics and society.
Testament to the gravitas of her work, Leigh, who won the Studio
Museum, Harlem’s Joyce Alexander Wein Artist Prize in October
2017, has been selected as the inaugural winner of the New York
High Line’s new large scale commissions. Her sixteen-foot
sculpture Brick House will be exhibited on the High Line in
Manhattan from April 2019. This commission, a monumental
bronze sculpture, portrays an African-American woman whose
braids are reminiscent of fying buttresses and whose torso
is confated with the outlines of a skirt and a mud house.
Raised in Chicago by Jamaican parents, Leigh studied feminist
and post-colonial theory as a philosophy student. Encountering
ceramics and its orientalist origins, Leigh formally investigated
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this interest during her residency at the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington, DC, where she focused on West African
ceramics from an ethnographic standpoint. Employing a rich
matrix of cultural signifers from African, African-American and
Caribbean history, Leigh’s ceramic practice integrates video,
sculpture and installation, and is underlined by her continuous
investigation into black female partiality and ethnography.
Synthesising an array of infuences, Leigh’s practice is centred
around totemic objects weighted with cultural memory. From
arresting ceramic heads of black women, large architectural
houses or domes to ceramic forms in the shape of cowrie shells,
such as the present work, Leigh’s practice directly engages the
viewer into her socio-political dialogue. The artist’s poignant
engagement with cowrie shells references the long-standing
African practice of using the shells as a form of currency, ofen
called the ‘money cowrie’; historically they were amongst the
items that Europeans exchanged with coastal West African
groups for slaves. With 65 of the artist’s spherical shells forming
the core of her 2012 landmark exhibition, You Don’t know
Where Her Mouth Has Been at The Kitchen, New York, in 2012,
the present work is an elegant, yet loaded icon weighted with
social and historical signifcance.

‘I am charting a history of change
and adaptation through objects and
gesture and the unstoppable forward
movement of black women.’
Simone Leigh

Commenting on her interpretation of cultural symbols, the
artist notes how they have ‘been used to humiliate us for years
and years…when they are actually really quite beautiful and
sophisticated objects…I’ve ofen used that kind of charged
image in my work, objects like watermelons or cowrie shells’
(Simone Leigh, quoted in Robin Pogrebin and Hilarie M. Sheets,
‘An Artist Ascendant: Simone Leigh Moves Into the Mainstream’,
The New York Times, 29 August 2018, online).
Employing ancient African pottery techniques to create works
that are profoundly contemporary, the present work is a refned
example of Leigh’s technical dexterity. Refecting on her ceramic
practice, the artist notes ‘Most of the cowries I made are
porcelain and are fred in a salt kiln - an atmospheric fring with
common salt thrown into the kiln at peak temperature…The
salt bonds with the silica in the clay body to form a glaze whose
texture is reminiscent of orange peel, which provides lots of
unpredictable efects’ (Simone Leigh, quoted in Elizabeth Kley,
‘MOUTHING OFF’, artnet, online).
Engaging with traditional materials, techniques and forms
relating to African art and culture, the artist forges creative
spaces which confate historical precedent and her own
autonomy as an artist, creating ‘something both so contemporary
and ancestral’ (Julián Zugazagoitia, quoted in, Robin
Pogrebin and Hilarie M. Sheets, ‘An Artist Ascendant:
Simone Leigh Moves Into the Mainstream’, The New York
Times, 29 August 2018, online).
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65. Sarah Lucas

b. 1962

Toilet Elevation
tights, fuf, concrete blocks, ceramic toilet
and wooden table, in 3 parts
135 x 123.5 x 55 cm (53 1/8 x 48 5/8 x 21 5/8 in.)
Executed in 2011.
Estimate
£70,000-90,000 $90,400-116,000
€78,300-101,000 ♠ †
Provenance
Sadie Coles HQ, London
Exhibited
Kunsthalle Krems, Lucas Bosch Gelatin,
17 July - 6 November 2011
Milan, Massimo De Carlo, The Pagad,
21 January - 26 March 2016
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Antidotes

Having risen to fame as one of the Young British Artists
of the 1990s, Sarah Lucas is renowned for a provocative
aesthetic that positions her at the forefront of contemporary
artistic discourse on gender and social politics. At once
individual and universal, Toilet Elevation addresses popular
culture through the lens of art history - in a combination
of ‘low’ and ‘elevated’ references - in order to present the
viewer with a psychological commentary that resonates
with Lucas’ wider oeuvre. Determinedly relevant, Lucas
was the subject of a major retrospective at the Whitechapel
Gallery, London, in 2013, and represented Great Britain at
the Venice Biennale in 2015. Loaded with sexuality, politics
and humour, the present spirited sculpture synthesises her
wry explorations of materiality and the body.
Lucas’ characteristically playful vernacular incorporates
ceramics into Toilet Elevation in the form of a latrine.
Removed from its habitual context and placed at the core
of the composition, the toilet draws on an established
theme in twentieth-century art history, an object exploited
by artists as diverse as Francis Bacon and Marcel Duchamp.
Fountain, 1917, one of the most recognisable of Duchamp’s
readymades, consists of a urinal, signed and dated by the
artist’s alter-ego, ‘R. Mutt’. Elevating ordinary items and
transforming them within her work, Lucas fnds potential

in the everyday and the innocuous, stating, ‘Things acquire,
accrue a kind of powerfulness to them’ (Sarah Lucas, quoted
in ‘Sarah Lucas with William Corwin’, The Brooklyn Rail,
5 September 2011, online).
Throughout her controversial output, Lucas has revisited
the toilet as an object and a symbol, allowing it to function
as a reminder of mortality, fertility and clichéd attitudes
towards the female body, whether in art or popular culture.
Lucas has, for example, incorporated the pedestrian object
in her photograph Is Suicide Genetic?, 1996, her self-portrait
Human Toilet Revisited, 1998, the series of polyurethane
casts The Old in Out, 1998, and more recently in her
prominent installation I Scream Daddio at the Venice
Biennale in 2015. In Venice, the artist flled custard-yellow
rooms with sculptures in which plaster casts of legs, taken
from nine female models, were combined with toilets or
items of furniture, projecting questions about the reclining
female nude, the latent symbolism of inanimate furniture
and the power of the fragment. Musing on her concern with
the domestic and utilitarian ceramic object, Lucas notes
‘I’ve done many toilet pieces – including photographs of
myself on the toilet. Generally I’ve used old toilets for
their grubby value. It was nice to make ones that look quite
smart – like antidotes. I like the idea of something uncouth

‘My work is about one person doing what
they can – it’s not corporate. I like the
handmade aspect of the work. I’m not keen
to refine it: I enjoy the crappy bits round the
back. When it’s good enough it’s perfect.’
Sarah Lucas

Sarah Lucas
Pauline Bunny, 1997,
wooden chair, vinyl seat, tights,
kapok, metal wire, stockings
and metal clamp, Tate, London.
© Sarah Lucas 2018.
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Marcel Duchamp
Fountain, 1917/64, ceramic,
The Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
Image: Bridgeman Images.

being elegant’ (Sarah Lucas, quoted in ‘Close Encounters
of the Art Kind’, Victoria and Albert Museum, 2001, online).
In Toilet Elevation, the anthropomorphic sculpture is a
rudimentary representation of a headless female fgure
constructed out of quotidian objects. Reminiscent of Lucas’
infamous Bunny works of 1997, Toilet Elevation incorporates
stufed stockings stretched around a concrete block to form
a headless corporeal structure. Each Bunny, modelled to
represent the torso and legs of the female body, is afxed
to a chair, whereas in the present work, the suggested
female torso is placed onto a toilet bowl atop an altar-like
table. A latrine forms the ‘waist’ of the fgure while the
simple Modernist table implies squarely-planted legs,
with the breast-like forms of the stufed tights culminating
the stack of readymade parts. Elevating the importance
of the toilet, and equating it to the human form, Lucas exposes
the vulnerability and physicality of the human body. Praising
the utilitarian object, Lucas has remarked: ‘Toilets are unsung
heroes of our hygienic lives. Why don’t we celebrate them?
It’s fascinating that the water goes round and round the
system, gets cleaned and comes back round. There are
contraceptives in the water so women get infertile... quite
shocking things. We live with a level of impurity. It’s one
thing I like about not bothering to make anything perfectly.
It’s partly making things easy for myself but if you don’t live
with imperfections you get stuck on one thing. Nothing is
pure. Everything you do doesn’t go away. Some trace is there’
(Sarah Lucas, quoted in ‘Close Encounters of the Art Kind’,
Victoria and Albert Museum, 2001, online).
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Property of a Distinguished European Collector

66. Roy Lichtenstein

1923-1997

Ceramic Sculpture #10
signed with the artist’s initials and dated ‘rf Lichtenstein ‘65’
on the underside
painted and glazed ceramic
21.6 x 22.5 x 21.6 cm (8 1/2 x 8 7/8 x 8 1/2 in.)
Executed in 1965.
This work will be included in the catalogue raisonné
being prepared by The Roy Lichtenstein Foundation
and is included in their online works listing.
Estimate
£250,000-350,000 $323,000-452,000
€280,000-391,000 ‡
Provenance
Leo Castelli Gallery, New York
Sotheby Parke Bernet, New York, 4 May 1973, lot 168
Anders Malmberg, Malmö
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Exhibited
New York, Leo Castelli Gallery, Roy Lichtenstein:
Brushstrokes and Ceramics, November - December 1965
Long Beach, California State University, Roy Lichtenstein:
Ceramic Sculpture, February - March 1977, no. 15,
pp. 61, 42 (illustrated)
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Lichtenstein’s Ceramic Sculpture

Bold, playful and innovative, Roy Lichtenstein’s Ceramic
Sculpture #10 exemplifes the artist’s multidisciplinary
capabilities, translating his unique two-dimensional
graphics onto a three-dimensional form. In the present
work, Lichtenstein defes the limitations of physical form
and blurs the distinction between the dimensional planes
of painting and sculpture. Infamously drawing upon the
visual language of American consumer culture in the iconic
form of the coffee cup, and embellishing it with the
colourful aesthetics of advertising that defne Lichtenstein’s
internationally renowned style, Ceramic Sculpture #10
imbues the most quotidian of forms with a prevailing artistic
signifcance that transforms the familiarity of the everyday
object into a sculptural work of high art that toys with our
perceptions of reality.

Executed in 1965, Ceramic Sculpture #10 belongs to the
Ceramic Sculptures series, a seminal body of work in which
Lichtenstein developed his sculptural style in glazed ceramics.
Following earlier explorations into sculpture in the 1940s
and 1950s, it was only at this point in his career that the artist
was seriously pursuing the potential possibilities of threedimensional creation. Developing the use of ceramic allowed
him to more successfully apply his saturated block colours
and delineated designs onto a contoured surface. In this way,
Lichtenstein bridges the gap between two artistic disciplines:
‘there is really not that much diference aesthetically between
two and three dimensions to me. I believe sculpture can be
seen as a two dimensional problem … even though I realise it
is three-dimensional, it is always a two dimensional relationship
to me – or as two-dimensional as drawing is’ (Roy Lichtenstein,
quoted in ‘Roy Lichtenstein: A Conversation with Constance
W. Glenn’, Roy Lichtenstein: Ceramic Sculpture, exh. cat.,
The Art Galleries, California State University, Long Beach,
p. 17-18). In turn, this created a deceptive interplay between
physical and superfcial surface contrasts in a dynamic
reinvention of the everyday form of the cup and saucer.

Roy Lichtenstein
Cup of Coffee, 1961
oil on canvas.
© Estate of Roy Lichtenstein/DACS.
Image: Scala, Florence.
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This subject also resonates with the prevalent American
consumer culture, exemplifed by diners in the 1950s and
1960s, that inspired Lichtenstein throughout the duration
of his career.
The design itself is rendered with the infamous Ben-day dots
in a typically vibrant, primary colour palette of red, blue and
yellow, set against a white background and delineated by a
black outline borrowed from the visual lexicon of comic books,
newspapers, magazines and advertisements. The humorous
form, a teetering tower of crockery suspended on the brink of
toppling, creates a hazardous sense of anticipation. Elevating
the functional subject to a work of art, Ceramic Sculpture #10
takes a conventional form and turns it into something
extraordinary. Lichtenstein explains: ‘I think ceramics were
interesting to people in the way that I would like them to be
interesting … I mean, what makes it a sculpture rather than
just a stack of dishes. I’m not sure that was understood, but
maybe it was felt. I think on a superfcial level they were all
instantly understood, and I think that’s the way people
accepted them’ (Roy Lichtenstein, quoted in ‘Roy Lichtenstein:
A Conversation with Constance W. Glenn’, Roy Lichtenstein:
Ceramic Sculpture, exh. cat., The Art Galleries, California State

University, Long Beach, p. 23). The motif of the cofee cup
that appears in his earlier paintings and drawings is reiterated
here in ceramic, transposed and subsequently reinvented in
sculptural form. As well as referencing his own subject matter,
Lichtenstein was also acutely aware of the titans of sculpture
- and particularly of ceramics - that preceded him in the
twentieth century, such as Pablo Picasso, and was informed
by them in his own work. Consider, for example, Picasso’s
Glass of Absinthe, 1914, in which indisputable parallels can
be seen with the present work; both in subject matter and
in style, each is a product of its contemporaneous society
and comprises a visually similar use of graphic dots and lines.
In addition to the cultural signifcance of the subject, the
enigmatic appearance of pictorial space in three-dimensional
form elevates the object from a conventional product of
consumerism to a remarkable work of art that sits at the
heart of Lichtenstein’s sculptural output. Continually renewing
and redefning his own production, transgressing genres and
practices to incorporate his stylistic ingenuity in new and
innovative ways, Lichtenstein captures the essence of Pop
culture in Ceramic Sculpture #10, a work that exemplifes
his artistic profciency both as a sculptor and a painter.

‘I wanted the ambiguity between
realness and unrealness. Decorating
them made them look unreal at the
same time it pretended to make them
look more real’
Roy Lichtenstein

Pablo Picasso
Glass of Absinthe, 1914
painted bronze.
© Succession Picasso/DACS, London 2018.
Image: Scala Florence.
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Roy Lichtenstein in his 29th Street
studio, working on his Rosenthal
Tea Set (1984), 1984
© Estate of Roy Lichtenstein / DACS / Artimage 2018
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Property from a Private Collection, Los Angeles

67. Peter Voulkos

1924-2002

Untitled vase
signed in iron oxide ‘Voulkos/59’ on the underside
glazed stoneware
height 50.8 cm (20 in.)
Executed in 1959.
Estimate
£40,000-60,000 $51,700-77,500 €44,700-67,100 ‡
Provenance
Junia Cone
Margaret (Peggy) Cone Voulkos
Thence by descent to Pier Voulkos
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 2012
Exhibited
Pasadena, Frank Lloyd Gallery, Peter Voulkos in LA:
Time Capsule, 14 January – 11 February 2012, pp. 26-27
(illustrated on cover)
Literature
Sequoia Miller, The Ceramic Presence in Modern Art:
Selections from the Linda Leonard Schlenger
Collection and the Yale University Art Gallery, exh. cat.,
Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, 2015, p. 30
(a similar example illustrated)
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Slash and Burn
By Glenn Adamson

Peter Voulkos loved a crowd. Surrounded by admirers from the
time he began teaching at the Otis College of Art and Design
in Los Angeles in 1954, he seemed to thrive as the centre of
attention, whether he was playing guitar, talking about art,
or – especially – working with clay. A gifed thrower and an
adroit improviser, he captivated and surprised his audience,
frst creating large cylinders and then manipulating them at
high speed: slapping them out of round, slicing into their walls,
stacking them atop one another, or simply tearing them apart.
All the while he would keep up a steady patter of jokes and
observations. He was able to create extraordinary avant-garde
sculpture while only half paying attention.
This was the atmosphere in which Voulkos’s Untitled Vase
was created, whilst at a residency at the Oregon Ceramic
Studio in Portland (founded in 1937, later the Museum of
Contemporary Crafs). He had demonstrated and exhibited
there before, in the early 1950s when he was still practicing as
a functional potter. His visit in 1959 found him at the absolute
height of his creative powers. At the time he was sharing a
studio with his colleague John Mason on Glendale Boulevard in
Los Angeles. Together the two men had created an ideal (and
unique) situation for the realisation of large-scale ceramics,
outftted with industrially-scaled mixers, humidifers and an
enormous walk-in kiln. They were perfect studio mates, each
driving the other to greater heights of ambition.
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For Voulkos, 1959 saw an outpouring of monumental
sculptures, including the neo-Cubist Sitting Bull (Santa Barbara
Museum of Art) and Little Big Horn (Oakland Museum of
California); a group of important monochrome works including
Tientos (San Francisco Museum of Modern Art), Camelback
Mountain (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston), and Hack’s Rock
(Hirshhorn Museum); and a pioneering polychromatic work at
smaller scale, Cross (Museum of Arts and Design).1 This last
work had a particular public impact, as it was one of the key
images used in the promotion of the exhibition Objects: USA.
Seen at 20 museums in America and 10 in Europe, the show
defned contemporary craf for a generation; the associated
publication remains an essential document of the moment.
Voulkos’s work, front and center in the exhibition, was
emblematic of the radical rupture that had occurred in the feld.
Compared to the other works that Voulkos was realising at
this time, the Untitled Vase made in Portland is relatively
modest in scale, just under twenty inches in height (Cross is
thirty inches high, whilst Sitting Bull is nearly six feet tall). Yet
it possesses, in compressed form, many of the key qualities of
the artist’s breakthrough. First and most obviously, it is vividly
polychrome. Just at this time, Voulkos had begun to experiment
with brightly coloured low-fre glazes, which ordinarily would
not be applied to a stoneware body. He also occasionally added
epoxy-based paint to his works, as in an untitled plate also
from 1959 (Milwaukee Art Museum), the great rocket-shaped
Red River (1960, Whitney Museum of American Art), and
USA 41 (1961, National Gallery of Art). Though his departure
from the conventional, sedate palette of stoneware seems

uncontroversial in retrospect, it was understood at the time
as a statement of radicalism, and a declaration of afnity with
contemporaneous Abstract Expressionism.
Untitled Vase is, then, one of Voulkos’s earliest experiments
with an enlarged palette, and he clearly was exploring the
painterly possibilities. Afer throwing it, he paddled and
carved the walls into an asymmetrical shape – only the rim
preserves the centrifugal motion of the wheel – and then
covered them with pictorial incident as if working on a
three-dimensional canvas. The foating motifs, somewhat
reminiscent of contemporaneous work by Adolph Gottlieb
or Robert Motherwell, contrasts with the interior, which is
vertically striped in a regular rhythm, much as a traditional pot
might be, albeit with much looser application. Voulkos cleverly
upends our expectations about both pottery and painting by
fusing them together.
The vase’s visual anchor is a large X which is slashed deeply into
the clay on one side, heightened through the addition of orange
glaze. The image asserts graphic emphasis – there is not much
question which side is the ‘front’ – but also serves as a gesture
of cancelation. Much like the holes that Voulkos gouged into his
iconic Rocking Pot (Renwick Gallery, 1956), or the cracks that he
intentionally cultivated in his plate forms, the X communicates
aggression and confrontation. Yet, like the cuts in a Lucio
Fontana painting, it also opens up a spatial dimension. In the
depth of the slices, one can see the thickness and plasticity of
the clay. Thus, in a seeming paradox, the X seems at once like a
crossing-out of the pot form, and an emphasis of its materiality.

Peter Voulkos
Red River, circa 1960
clay, coloured glazes and epoxy paint
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;
gift of the Howard and Jean Lipman
Foundation, Inc. 66.42.
Digital Image © Whitney Museum, N.Y.
© Voulkos Family Trust.
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Peter Voulkos giving a demonstration at
Greenwich House Pottery in New York City, 1962.
Image: Greenwich House Pottery, New York.
© Voulkos Family Trust.

Voulkos may have made the vase quickly, but seems to
have realised its quality, boldly signing and dating it on the
underside. He brought it back to California and gave it as a
present to Junia Cone, mother of his frst wife Peggy (later,
it was inherited by his daughter Pier). It turned out to be a
rarity in his oeuvre. In late 1959, he departed LA afer losing
his position at Otis, relocating to the University of California
at Berkeley. There he became involved in bronze casting,
which took time and energy from his ceramics. He did continue
to make experimental works in clay in the early 1960s, though,
ofen in demonstrations. They tend to be small in scale but
intensely immediate – one could think of them as a kind of
performance art. Few of these later pieces have the strong
colours of the Portland vase or its upright composition.
It remains to us as a convincing expression of what this artist
could do at his best, working intuitively, knowing the eyes of
the ceramic world were upon him.

1 Voulkos also commenced work on his largest ceramic sculpture, Gallas Rock, in 1959,
though it was not fnished until 1960; and created a monochromatic black variant of
Cross, now in a private collection.
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68. Andrew Lord

b. 1950

The Italian Set
incised with the artist’s name and date ‘Andrew/
Lord/ 1981’ on the underside of four pieces; further
incised with the artist’s initials and date ‘AL/ 81’
on the interior of one piece
earthenware
tallest 25.4 cm (10 in.) high
Executed in 1981.
Estimate
£15,000-20,000 $19,400-25,800 €16,800-22,400 ‡ ♠
Provenance
Acquired directly from the artist
Literature
Andrew Lord and Adriaan van Ravesteijn, Nieuwe
Sculptuur, exh. cat., Rijksmuseum Twenthe, Enschede,
2003, p. 54 (a similar example illustrated)
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The Italian Set

The present work is an example from Andrew Lord’s most
important and innovative bodies of work, marking a signifcant
transition in his artistic production. Lord had studied art and
trained in ceramics in London in the 1960s, and moved to
Rotterdam in the early 1970s, where he worked for a year at
a porcelain factory in Delf. Whilst living in The Netherlands,
Lord travelled through Europe, visiting museums and studying
collections of modern painting and sculpture, which formed the
basis of inspiration for the next two decades of his work. Lord’s
study of the Impressionist or Cubist treatment of form and light
were directly executed in object form, in a sort of reverse still life,
as in the present lot. Whilst the forms remained recognisably
traditional in nature – vases, dishes, tea sets – they were
‘disrupted forms.’ Using a slab of clay, Lord sketched a
two-dimensional representation of light and shadow, and then
deconstructed and reconstructed the objects using this new,
inventive geometry, synthesising the whole composition, brush
strokes and all, into three dimensions.
Lord worked in series, sketching sets that would continue to
explore these expressive translations, and named them quite
literally based on his inspiration – Cubist Set, Cézanne Set,
and, as in the present work, Italian Set. The Italian Set was
created in 1981, the same year as his debut exhibition in the
United States at the Blum Helman Gallery in New York, and is
an extraordinary example of this radical, iconic period of early
work, preceding his experimental treatments of glazing and
surfaces and expansive installations, the budding notions of
which are all visible here.
Andrew Lord presently lives and works in New York and his
sculptures are held in the permanent collections of several
institutions globally, including the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London; the Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
Los Angeles; The Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; and the
Museum Boijimans van Beuningen, Rotterdam.
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Property of an Italian Gentleman

69. Betty Woodman

1930-2018

Balustrade Relief Vase 07-4
impressed with the artist’s signature ‘WOODMAN’
on the reverse
glazed earthenware, epoxy resin, lacquer, and paint
135.3 x 158.8 x 24 cm (53 1/4 x 62 1/2 x 9 1/2 in.)
Executed in 2007.
Estimate
£15,000-20,000 $19,400-25,800 €16,800-22,400
Provenance
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
Literature
Janet Koplos, Arthur Coleman Danto and Barry
Schwabsky, Betty Woodman, New York, 2006, n.p.
(similar examples illustrated)
Vincenzo de Bellis, ed., Betty Woodman: Theatre of
the Domestic, exh. cat., Institute of Contemporary Art,
London, 2016, p. 34 (a similar example illustrated)
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Betty Woodman’s Ceramics:
A Marriage of Painting and Form
By Elizabeth Essner

A pioneer in the feld of ceramics, Betty Woodman is recognised
today as one of its masters. Known for her exuberant blend of
colour, pattern, and form, the American artist died in January
of this year at the age of eighty-seven, leaving a celebrated
legacy of work that spanned more than six decades.
The present work fuses the pictorial with the pot, a key
exploration for Woodman. At frst, it appears there is just
one vessel at the center of the piece, a double-sided vase
set upon a suspended shelf. But, another soon reveals itself in
the surrounding cutouts, its handles outstretched. Still others
emerge as suggestions, found within its negative space.
Woodman’s work famously evokes the riches of art history.
The patches of blue seen here could be borrowed from the
skies of Pierre Bonnard; the mix of patterning could be drawn
from Italian maiolica, Japanese kimonos, or Henri Matisse.
The artist ofen described her ceramics as a ‘marriage of
painting and form’. This piece exemplifes her approach
and the apparent ease with which she created it, a result
of Woodman’s material mastery.

Betty Woodman in her studio.
Courtesy of Stefano Porcinai
and Salon 94, New York.
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Betty Woodman trained as a studio potter at The School for
American Crafsmen, when it was located at Alfred University
in New York. She graduated in 1950, and soon afer ventured
to Florence, Italy, where, for nearly a year she made functional
ceramic wares in a studio established by artists Giorgio Ferrero
and Leonello Fallacara. There she learned to work with humble
earthenware, the sof clay that would become her primary
medium. Its fuidity was in contrast to the muscular stoneware
favoured by the leading, ofen male, ceramists of the time.
Woodman’s travels also began a lifelong connection to the
region and its material traditions, a bond she and her husband,
artist George Woodman (1932-2017), cemented when they
acquired a Tuscan farmhouse in the late 1960s. Located in
Antella, less than ten miles outside of Florence, they split their
time each year thereafer between New York, Colorado (until
1998), and the olive-groved hills of Tuscany. From the 1970s
and into the 1980s, Woodman’s work shifed from domestic
objects to objects about the domestic. Exhibitions followed.
Collaborations followed too, with Cynthia Carlson and then
Joyce Kozlof, two leading fgures in the Pattern and
Decoration movement. Recognition for her work grew
in kind, and as the new century approached Woodman
was among the leading artists working in ceramics.
Over the many decades of her career, Woodman explored
and expanded the defnition of the vessel. She developed
a vocabulary of forms which she returned to again and again:
among them winged vases, Pillow Pitchers, and Balustrade
Relief Vases, a vessel-based composition that fused
architecture with ceramics, tradition with the new. The
present lot, Balustrade Relief Vase 07-4 was executed in
2007, just a year afer the artist’s retrospective at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the museum’s frst
for a living woman artist and frst for a living ceramist. Ten
years later, in 2016, Woodman’s work was shown in another
major solo exhibition, her frst in the UK: ‘Theatre of the
Domestic’ at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London.
Woodman ofen extended her work into territories beyond clay:
bronze furniture, fountains, textiles, glass, prints, and multi-media
installations that merged ceramics with painted canvas. But, the
vessel and its ancient translation of beauty, was a constant. Art
critic Peter Schjeldahl once wrote that Betty Woodman’s ceramics
‘both are and are not what seem to be. They are philosophical
objects’, he explained, ‘vibrant with contradictions that illuminate
any mind willing to think them through’.
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Hans Coper
The Spade and ‘Cycladic’ Arrow Forms
By David Whiting

Coper’s pots have an austere look…Their shapes suggest
primitive forms out of which the frst sculpture might have
grown. It can be no accident that the words which most readily
rise to mind to describe their shapes are fgurative: necked,
beaked, clef, waisted and so on. Their hollowness and fatness,
fullness or slenderness…seems related, like all art that matters,
to our own experience of ourselves or the world around us.
(Edwin Mullins, The Sunday Telegraph, February 1969)
Hans Coper’s work was about a gradual lifelong distillation of
form, what he called ‘concentrating on continuous variations
of simple themes’, working in batches to make sculptural
shapes that were thrown, altered and assembled, objects that
broadened the language of the wheel. He admired the work of
Constantin Brâncuși and Alberto Giacometti in part because
of their ability to express an essence. Their approaches to
paring down and to the fgure were very attractive to a potter
who also wanted to achieve some level of simplicity. Coper’s
tool would always be the wheel, but the superb spade and
‘Cycladic’ arrow pieces illustrated here show how he was able
to stretch the vocabulary of throwing through inventive
manipulation, of cutting and joining thrown sections.
The spade form featured in this sale (this example from 1972)
was frst developed in 1966 at Coper’s studio in Hammersmith,
and frst shown at his major exhibition with Lucie Rie at the
Boymans Museum, Rotterdam the following year. It has been
described as a ‘fattened envelope-like’ shape, with a narrow
cylindrical base opening out into a broad fattened cylinder,
like an abstracted head and neck. There were obvious
references to the frontality and geometric contours of Cycladic
fgures and Egyptian sculpture, but the fact that they were
still pots, having risen as vessels on the turning wheel, was
important. Douglas Hill wrote (with Coper’s approval) in the
catalogue for the Boymans show, ‘In Coper’s work, one can
see not so much a quality of serenity as a kind of balanced
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tension. Coper seems to be exploring the outward limits of
pottery, and to be pushing those limits back with each motif.
The spade forms showed Coper’s continuing preoccupation
with symmetry and balance, the sense of a piece having
perfectly integrated components. In examining earlier and
later variations of his pots, we realise how closely related each
development is, here how the spade grew out of earlier stem
pieces and cups, part of the same family as contemporaneous
disc forms, hour glass shapes and the narrow forms on drum
bases, the close ancestors of these two ‘Cycladic’ arrow pieces
from the early 1970s (and made in his last studio, in Frome).
With the spade the main broad section of the pot grows out of
a thick stem, but Coper developed a technique which allowed
him to narrow the base of the upper section of his most
delicate pieces to a point. They were made to seem as if they
were just balancing on their small drum or square bases. This
was done by pinning the drilled sections together with a steel
needle. As the ‘Cycladic’ arrows show, rarely has precision
engineering in ceramics been used to such spectacular efect.
It would be difcult to call these ‘pots’ as such, such is their
expressive delineation.
Most of the shapes made in the last two decades of his working life
clearly relate, amongst other infuences, to early Mediterranean
sculpture and artefacts, particularly that of the Cyclades. By the
mid 1970s the anthropomorphic allusions to the human face and
fgure, very abstracted, were still clearly there. The two arrows
conjure up ethereal groups of such pieces seen in his later
exhibitions, particularly perhaps in a memorable show he had at
Robert Welch’s gallery in Chipping Campden in 1975. Already ill,
it was to be his penultimate show. The arrow pieces are wonderful
feats not only of concentration, poise and balance, but carry an
almost mysterious presence, votive and totemic, and sum up Hans
Coper’s lifelong obsession with, as he put it, ‘extracting essences’.
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Property from a Private Collection, Santa Monica, California

70. Hans Coper

1920-1981

Spade form
impressed with artist’s seal
stoneware, layered white porcelain slips and engobes
over a body with textured and incised linear designs,
the interior with manganese glaze
height 21 cm (8 1/4 in.)
Executed in 1972.
Estimate
£50,000-70,000 $64,600-90,400 €55,900-78,300 ♠
Provenance
Fischer Fine Arts, London
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1972
Literature
Tony Birks, Hans Coper, Yeovil, 2013, p. 172
(similar examples illustrated)
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Property from a Private Collection, Santa Monica, California

71. Hans Coper

1920-1981

Cycladic arrow form
impressed with artist’s seal
stoneware, black glaze
height 23.5 cm (9 1/4 in.)
Executed in 1970.
Estimate
£80,000-120,000 $103,000-155,000 €89,500-134,000 ♠
Provenance
Fischer Fine Arts, London
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1970
Literature
Lucie Rie-Hans Coper Keramik, exh. cat., Museum für Kunst und
Gewerbe, Hamburg, 1972, p. 33 (a similar example illustrated)
Lucie Rie, Hans Coper, and their Pupils: A selection of
contemporary ceramics illustrating their infuence, exh. cat.,
Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts, University of East Anglia,
Norwich, 1990, p. 12 (a similar example illustrated)
Tony Birks, Hans Coper, Yeovil, 2013, pp. 194, 204
(similar examples illustrated)
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Property from a Private Collection, Germany

72. Hans Coper

1920-1981

Cycladic arrow form
impressed with artist’s seal
stoneware, layered white porcelain slips and engobes
over a body with textured and incised linear designs,
the base with a black glaze over a textured body
height 29.5 cm (11 5/8 in.)
Executed circa 1970.
Estimate
£80,000-120,000 $103,000-155,000 €89,500-134,000 ♠
Literature
Maya Nishi, ed., Hans Coper Retrospective: Innovation in
20th Century Ceramics, exh. cat., The Museum of Ceramic
Art, Hyogo, 2009, p. 115 (a similar example illustrated)
Tony Birks, Hans Coper, Yeovil, 2013, pp. 194-95, 197
(similar examples illustrated)
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73. Roberto Lugo

b. 1981

Obama and Me
signed ‘Robske’ on the underside
porcelain, China paint, and lustre glaze
height 119.4 cm (47 in.)
Executed in 2017.
Estimate
£15,000-20,000 $19,400-25,800 €16,800-22,400 ‡
Exhibited
Storrs, University of Connecticut, New Life: A Table
for Everyone, 30 October - 1 December 2017
Pittsburgh, Society for Contemporary Craft, Visual
Voices: Truth Narratives, 2018 NCECA Annual Exhibition,
14 March - 18 August 2018
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Championing Clay

An East Philadelphia, Pennsylvania native, Roberto Lugo’s
art encapsulates the larger scope of his activist philosophy.
A poet, rapper, graffiti-artist, ceramic professor, and
self-described ‘ghetto-potter,’ Lugo’s ceramic work serves
as a frst-person narrative to illustrate the history of inequality,
racism, and Puerto Rican culture. Lugo juxtaposes diferent
styles and cultures within his hand-printed pottery to outline
and reframe historical ideas of ceramic patterns and motifs.
Infusing elements of politics, grafti, and hip-hop culture
within his pottery, along with the classical forms of Greek
pottery and the traditional blue and white colours of Asian
ceramics, Lugo bends the conversation of his work to
incorporate his vision of himself as a channel to link people
from underrepresented communities to be in the conversation
of the arts. In approaching the history of ceramics to illustrate
his belief that art can ‘fnd unity in the world within which we
exist’, Lugo’s work branches into global-minded activism.
Lugo’s embossed portraits on large porcelain may depict not
only the hardships of inequality, but also aim to celebrate the
activists, artists, and leaders who fght against such hardship.
His ever growing body of studio work that includes grafti,
pottery, and large, detailed, grafti-laced ceramics has
garnered him a powerful voice, platform, and aesthetic within
contemporary art. He has exhibited internationally and had
individual shows at Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
Los Angeles; The Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary
Art, North Adams; High Museum of Art, Atlanta and
The Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia.

Roberto Lugo in his studio.
Image by Jewel Lea,
courtesy of Wexler Gallery.
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The Property of a Distinguished Collector

74. Pablo Picasso

1881-1973

Hibou
hand-painted partially glazed tile
34 x 20 x 4 cm (13 3/8 x 7 7/8 x 1 5/8 in.)
Executed in 1957, this work is unique and accompanied
by a certifcate of authenticity from Mrs Maya
Widmaier-Picasso and Mr Claude Picasso.
Estimate
£50,000-70,000 $64,600-90,400 €55,900-78,300 ♠
Provenance
The Estate of the artist
Jaqueline Picasso, Paris (by descent from the estate)
Etienne Sassi Inc., Paris
Hammer Galleries, New York
Private Collection, England (acquired from the above
in April 2005)
Christie’s, South Kensington, 26 June 2014, lot 24
Acquired at the above sale by the present owner
Exhibited
Vallauris, Musée Magnelli, Musée de la Céramique,
Picasso, Céramiste à Vallauris, Pièces uniques,
July - November 2004, no. 103 (illustrated, p. 146)
New York, Hammer Galleries, Picasso: Ceramics
at Vallauris -1946 -1973, April - May 2005
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From Antiquity to Madoura

Pablo Picasso in his workshop
in Antibes in 1946 with an owl.
© Succession Picasso
DACS London 2018. Photo © Michel Sima.
Image: Bridgeman Images.

From 1946, Pablo Picasso completely immersed himself in
the world of ceramics, avidly probing, manipulating and
mastering his new malleable medium, consuming all facets
and possibilities that clay presents. Arguably the most prolifc
artist of the 20th century, Picasso’s bombastic and relentless
approach to painting, printmaking, sculpture and drawing
was similarly refected in his thirst to harness the ofen
unpredictable nature of pottery. Executed in 1957, Hibou is
a unique example of Picasso’s devotion to form, texture and
mark-making, captured in the sweeping curvature of his little
owl’s body and controlled application of hand-applied
glaze on the verso and recto of his tile. Ofen exploring the
representation of his key motifs, such as minotaurs, fauns
and owls, across all mediums of his artistic practice, Picasso’s
Hibou continues a dialogue with the ancient traditions of
pottery, emerging from the kiln as a tangible realisation
of Picasso’s infatuation with clay.
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Housed in the collection of Jacqueline Picasso, the present
work was created four years afer Picasso met his wife at the
famed Atelier Madoura. Travelling to the Côte d’Azur in 1946,
Picasso was on holiday at Golfe Juan when on 21 July he visited
an exhibition of known local artists and artisans, who were
exhibiting their products and artworks in the Provençal town
of Vallauris. Travelling to this small town, international
crafsmen and artists had been drawn to the area due to the
displacement of people during the war; Vallauris became
a haven for artistic production which had a long artisanal
tradition of using local clay and wood from the pine forest.
Succumbed by curiosity, Picasso returned a year later to work
again at the ceramic studio there, eventually establishing his
ceramic practice frmly in the area.
With its connection to ancient civilisation, pottery provided
the ideal medium for Picasso to create ceramic pieces which
would refer more holistically to the past, both in medium, form
and symbolism. Surviving the test of time, ancient Greek
pottery would prove to be a source of great inspiration for
Picasso, invoking the swollen forms of jugs, bowls and looped
handles in his modern vessels, evident in works such as Owl
(Vase) (1947/1948, Musée Picasso Antibes). In the present
work, Picasso depicts a hibou, a little owl, through the shaping
of his tile and his use of fgurative glaze decoration. As an
ancient symbol of Antibes and the sacred symbol of Athena,
the goddess of wisdom who concealed herself as a bird in

battle, Picasso’s owls encompass connotations of
intelligence and courage, as well as his fondness for the little
creatures. Keeping turtle doves and pigeons at his various
residences, Picasso loved animals and birds, and kept a small
owl as a pet which would become a great source of inspiration
in his paintings, lithographs and ceramics. As described by
Françoise Gilot:
‘While Pablo was still working at the Musée d’Antibes, Sima
had come to us one day with a little owl he had found in a
corner of the museum. One of his claws has been injured.
We bandaged it and gradually it healed. We bought a cage
for him and when we returned to Paris we brought him back
with us and put him in the kitchen with the canaries, the
pigeons, and the turtledoves. We were very nice to him but
he only glared at us. Any time we went into the kitchen,
the canaries chirped, the pigeons cooed and the turtledoves
laughed but the owl remained stolidly silent or, at best,
snorted. He smelled awful and ate nothing but mice. Since
Pablo’s atelier was overrun with them, I set several traps.
Whenever I caught one, I brought it to the owl. As long as
I was in the kitchen he ignored the mouse and me. He saw
perfectly well in the daytime, of course, in spite of the
popular legend about owls, but he apparently preferred to
remain aloof. As soon as I lef the kitchen, even if only for
a minute, the mouse disappeared. The only trace would be a
little ball of hair which the owl would regurgitate hours later.

‘There is the fluid material of the
glaze that adapts itself to the forms,
and these forms are coloured;
you add paint, and the object
becomes different’.
Pablo Picasso

Tetradrachm from time of battle
of Marathon depicting Athena
as owl, 5th century BC.
Image: De Agostini Picture Library / G. Dagli Orti
/ Bridgeman Images.
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Every time the owl snorted at Pablo he would shout, ‘Cochon,
Merde,’ and a few other obscenities, just to show the owl
that he was even worse mannered than he was. He used to
stick his fngers between the bars of the cage and the owl
would bite him, but Pablo’s fngers, though small, were
tough and the owl didn’t hurt him. Finally the owl would let
him scratch his head and gradually he came to perch on his
fnger instead of biting it, but even so, he still looked very
unhappy. Pablo did a number of drawings and paintings of
him and several lithographs as well’ (Françoise Gilot, Life
with Picasso, New York, 1964, pp. 139 – 40).
Stimulated by the unpredictability of the medium and the
ofen volatile reactions which occur in the kiln, Picasso defly
adapted to the union of glaze and form, the two being integral
to each other to create vital energy within the design. In the
present work, we can see the infuence of Picasso’s earlier
thirties experimentations with plaster at Boisgeloup, whereby
he incised and built upon fat surfaces to create visages and
creatures, reminiscent of ancient coins. Projecting his

painterly cubist distillations into his sculpture work, in the
early ffies Picasso toyed with the fattening of perspective in
his sculpture, working with two dimensional planes to create
shapely works crafed from a variety of mediums, including
found objects. In the present work, Picasso incorporates the
surface qualities of the medium into the design, leaving the
tile partially un-glazed. This is also evident in his 1956 work,
The Bathers, his six fgure sculptural series which is housed
in the Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, executed a year before the
present work. In a 1961 interview in Vallauris, Picasso asserted
that sculpture and ceramics ‘are closely related, but of course
there is the fuid material of the glaze that adapts itself to the
forms, and these forms are coloured; you add paint, and the
object becomes diferent’ (Pablo Picasso, quoted in Jean
d’Alvez ‘Interview with Pablo Picasso’, 2 November 1961, in
Marie-Laure Bernadac and Androula Michael, Picasso – propos
sur l’art, Paris, 1988, p.101). Evocative of the baked earth,
sunlight and sea of the Mediterranean, Hibou encapsulates
the rich history of the Côte d’Azur through its rich surface
quality and vitality, as well as showcasing Picasso’s love of clay.

Left: reverse of the present work
Pablo Picasso
The Bathers, 1956, wood,
Staatsgalerie Stuttgart.
© Succession Picasso / DACS London 2018.
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Property from a Private New York Collection

75. Ron Nagle

b. 1939

Tail Dragger
glazed earthenware
height 7 cm (2 3/4 in.)
Executed in 1995.
Estimate
£12,000-16,000 $15,500-20,700 €13,400-17,900 ‡
Provenance
Franklin Parrasch Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 1998
Exhibited
New York, George Adams Gallery, Ron Nagle / George Ohr:
Look Closer, Look Again, 8 May - 25 July 2014
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Property from a Private New York Collection

76. Ron Nagle

b. 1939

Schtub
glazed earthenware
height 9.5 cm (3 3/4 in.)
Executed in 2005.
Estimate
£12,000-16,000 $15,500-20,700 €13,400-17,900 ‡
Provenance
Garth Clark Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner in 2005
Exhibited
San Francisco, Rena Bransten Gallery, Ron Nagle: Smallfry
and Wedgeware series, 26 July - 20 August 2005
New York, George Adams Gallery, Ron Nagle / George Ohr:
Look Closer, Look Again, 8 May - 25 July 2014
Literature
Ron Nagle and Jana Martin, Ron Nagle, Arlington, 2010,
pl. 43 (a similar example illustrated)
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Rebel Forms and Pop Motivation
By Margaret J. Schmitz

Ron Nagle in his studio.
© William Pruyn, courtesy of Ron Nagle
and Matthew Marks Gallery.

The banality and rush of contemporary life dissolves in front
of Ron Nagle’s diminutive and intimate sculpted vessels, whose
confectionary colours, blistered textures, and complex layers
demand you make room for quiet contemplation. Since the
1960s, Nagle’s appropriative and eclectic aesthetic language, in
addition to his humorous deconstruction of functionality, has
helped place him among the most preeminent Postmodern
ceramists. Nagle emerged from the West Coast school of
California ceramists during the late 1950s, which questioned
traditional boundaries between fne art and craf. He began
working with clay at San Francisco State University, but quickly
became familiar with the principles taught by maverick
ceramist Peter Voulkos at the Otis College of Art and Design
and UC Berkeley in the 1950s and 60s. Inspired by Voulkos,
Nagle and his fellow students rebelled against traditional
ceramics by creating works that refected the free-form
playfulness and exuberance of Abstract Expressionism
(see Voulkos’s vase, lot 67, in the present sale). A turning
point in Nagle’s career came when he began using low-fred
earthenware, which was a direct rejection of conventional
high-fred stoneware. Low-fred earthenware and china paint
overglazes enabled him to have more control over his intricate
and repetitive glazing process and increased the amount of
times he could fre one piece.
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Whilst Nagle’s work can be connected to abstract high art,
he is perhaps more interested in experimenting with the
parlance of popular culture. Using a compressor and airbrush,
he approached his small objects with the grandiosity of
industrial automobile detailing. By taping and spraying his
works between frings he created multiple layers of glaze,
which ranged from the most vibrant primary colours to subtle,
earthy hues – all characteristics that can be found in Schtub
from Nagle’s ‘Small Fry’ series. As much a ceramist as he is a
musician (he created the sound efects to the 1973 horror flm
The Exorcist, wrote songs for Barbra Streisand, and produced
his acclaimed album Bad Rice in 1971, to name only some of his
musical accomplishments) Nagle has compared the recording
studio technique of overdubbing (layering fragments of music
and voice) with his process of overglazing. Nagle’s tangible
works can never be separated conceptually from his creative
process as a musician and Schtub is no exception. The work is
a collision of marred and glassy textures. Airbrushed blushes
of pigment create surfaces with inner luminosity that
resemble the mottled face of Mars in some areas and frosty
powdered sugar in others. This roughness is countered by a
smooth black triangle along the work’s side and a gleaming
red bottom, which emulate the lacquered sheen of a hot-rod.
The shape of Schtub is a classic Naglean form: the inverted

14/09/18 11:48

mirrored cones with a vertical connecting plane is simultaneously
elegant and goofy, as though a cylindrical cup was subjected to
a squeeze at the waist.

‘It all comes down to what it feels like,
what it conjures, what associations
a great piece of work can have on
a vaguely, dare I say, magical level.’
Ron Nagle

The previous lot, Tail Dragger is a hand-built, gestural form.
A characteristically playful piece, Nagle created Tail Dragger
as a sardonic and mischievous comment on the art world’s
obsession with the hand-wrought. Because Nagle dances on
the fence between traditional craf and radical sculpture he
has been coached by critics aligned with conventional craf
ceramics to abandon his more abstract work, while more
avant-garde critics have urged him to turn his cups upside
down to erase their function as a vessel for liquid. Tail Dragger
seems to play both sides. As one gets closer and looks into the
work it becomes apparent that Nagle has removed the bottom
of the object, creating an awkward cylinder with a crusty
orange growth and smooth red nodule coming of its side,
which might be misconstrued at frst as handles, but are now
confusing protuberances or, shockingly still, tails. Tail
Dragger’s dysfunctionality and strange mutability between
anthropomorphic form and inanimate object suggests its
squat form exists only for itself. However, as is distinctive to
Nagle, Tail Dragger’s colour and texture allude to ambiguous
memories and experiences. Its pebbled surface resembles
San Francisco’s stucco houses while the mossy green and
orange colour blocking mimic the controlled designs of record
covers and candy wrappers.
The visual associations tied to Nagle’s objects are as equally
mysterious and humourous as their vague, enigmatic titles,
which seem to catch and resonate in your head like a song.
All joking aside, an astute viewer will recognise the painstaking
processes employed by Nagle. While his objects appear
improvisational and spontaneous they are in fact the products
of labourious planning that requires persistence, stamina,
and technical profciency. These small vessels are packed with
meaning and Nagle’s skill ennobles their intimate scale,
magnifying their expression as well as his renegade reputation.
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77. Ken Price

1935-2012

Flat Back
fred and painted clay
27 x 27.7 x 24.5 cm (10 5/8 x 10 7/8 x 9 5/8 in.)
Executed in 2004.
Estimate
£150,000-250,000 $194,000-323,000
€168,000-280,000 †
Provenance
Private Collection, Los Angeles
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Literature
Rupert Deese, ‘Objects to live with: Ken Price at Chinati’,
Chinati Foundation Newsletter, vol. 10, Marfa, October
2005, p. 45 (a similar example illustrated)
Stephanie Barron and Lauren Bergman, Ken Price
Sculpture: A Retrospective, exh. cat., Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, New York, 2012, pp. 12, 37, 68-69, 74
(similar examples illustrated)
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Topography of Form

In the intervening decades following the creation of Edo, lot
55, Ken Price had moved back to Los Angeles and fnally to
Taos, New Mexico, and continued his exploration of acrylic
paint over fred clay forms. He adapted the Japanese lacquer
technique wakasa-nuri, in which diferent colours of lacquer
are built up over an uneven surface and then polished back to
reveal patterns, to his painted sculptures, which we see in the
variegated colouration of Flat Back. The art critic Peter
Schjeldahl called this ‘psychedelic lichen’ and swooned that
‘Price’s color...belongs to the works as matter-of-factly as eye
color belongs to the eyes of somebody you happen to be mad
about’ (Peter Schjeldahl, ‘Feats of Clay’, The New Yorker,
October 6, 2003). These colours complement his perfectly
intuitive forms that whilst abstract, feel like living, extremely
charismatic creatures, be they lumpy bodies, serpents, or
sea creatures.
Price referred to his last decade as his ‘golden period’. He had
hit his stride with organic, lifelike shapes that feel efortless,
but in fact bear the underpinnings of decades of technical skill
practiced, refned, and perfected. The architect Frank Gehry,
one of his most ardent admirers, wrote that Price was a
sculptor but also a crafsman, perhaps a nod to his roots
as potter all those years earlier.

Ken Price in his studio.
© Estate of Ken Price, courtesy
of Matthew Marks Gallery.
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Ewen Henderson
His Inside / Outside Complex Series
By David Whiting
Lucie Rie considered Ewen Henderson to be one of her most
important pupils; she had taught him at Camberwell College
of Arts in the mid 1960s. But no British artist has been quite
so radical in moving away from the essential symmetry of the
wheel to a constructed sculpture of both great power and
delicacy. Henderson initially studied as a painter and brought
its sensibilities to clay, able from the outset to see ceramics
as an ideal medium in which he could express two and
three-dimensional ideas, using ‘fuxed earth’ (as he called it)
to push boundaries, to create completely new forms and
surfaces. He knew he was re-writing the rules many times
over. This outstanding piece from his ‘Complex Series’ of 1988
is a summation of a path he had been following for some
years, concerned as much with the interiors as the exteriors
of his pots, but now breaking with the vessel form altogether
as he moved from big jars, bowl and dish shapes to very
complex open pieces, adopting the vocabulary of pure
sculpture. As he wrote at the time:
My present work is obsessed with edges, points of change,
endings. It explores the signifcance of what is broken, torn or
cut, the ability of single or multiple forms to speak of either
compression or expansion, fatness or fullness. It is a kind of
drawing in three dimensions. I start with fragments - familiar,
found, improvised - and then build up to complex structures
that invite the observer to consider such matters as memory,
invention and metaphor.

It was as if, like a Cubist painter, he was taking an object
and opening it out into a multiplicity of planes and
contours. In doing so pieces like this example strongly
evoke forms in the landscape; aspects of its intricate
geology, animal sculls, the sentinel standing stones that
punctuate our moorlands, all themes that preoccupied
Henderson through this period. His use of clay laminates
with stains and oxides resulted in richly textured surfaces
and subtle colouration, ‘introducing a palette’ as he once
put it. Expansion and contraction during the fring further
contorted, split and blistered the surfaces, creating deep
patinas that resembled the natural actions of weather and
time. His methods of building gave him the necessary
freedom to add and subtract, to rethink and change a
piece as it was being made.
This piece was frst exhibited at Galerie Besson in London,
the principal London gallery for both Henderson’s and Rie’s
work from the late 1980s and through the following decade.
Its enterprising and visionary owner Anita Besson
(1933-2015) had frst exhibited both potters, alongside
Hans Coper, at Fischer Fine Arts in St James’s, where
she had been a director. This piece shows Henderson at
his most ambitious, a technical and imaginative high wire
act, a structural tour-de-force which shows the artist at
his most playful too, teasing the clay into structures never
before seen in ceramics.

Property of a Private Collector, UK

78. Ewen Henderson

1934-2000

Form from the ‘Complex Series’
mixed laminated clays and glazes
60.5 x 43.5 x 28 cm (23 7/8 x 17 1/8 x 11 in.)
Executed in 1988.
Estimate
£10,000-15,000 $12,900-19,400 €11,200-16,800 ♠
Provenance
Galerie Besson, London
Private Collection, US (acquired from the above in 1988)
Private Collection, UK (acquired from the above in 2016)
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Property from a Private Dutch Collection

79. Erik Andriesse

1957 - 1993

Untitled
signed and dated ‘erik andriesse XI ‘92’ on the underside
glazed stoneware
72 x 22.5 cm (28 3/8 x 8 7/8 in.)
Executed in 1992.
Estimate
£12,000-18,000 $15,500-23,300 €13,400-20,100 ♠
Provenance
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
Exhibited
Amsterdam, Stedelijk Museum ’s-Hertogenbosch,
De keramiek van Erik Andriesse, 30 May - 30 August 2015,
pp. 50-51 (illustrated)
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The Ceramics of Erik Andriesse

A remarkable example of Erik Andriesse’s rare and coveted
ceramic oeuvre, Untitled, 1992, presents a beautiful reprisal
of one of the artist’s recurring motifs of the guitar fsh – here
painted with expressive lines and delicate swathes of orange
colour down the length of the slender ceramic vessel. Together
with Marlene Dumas and René Daniëls, Andriesse is widely
celebrated as one of the foremost Dutch contemporary painters
of the 1980s. While recognition for Andriesse’s work was initially
centered on his painterly and graphic output, works such as
the present one are testimony to the signifcance of his ceramic
oeuvre. Untitled was recently exhibited in the watershed
solo exhibition Erik Andriesse: The Unknown Ceramics at the
Stedelijk Museum ’s-Hertogenbosch in 2015, which revealed
to the public for the frst time the discrete body of ceramic
sculptures Andriesse created between 1992 up until his sudden
and tragic death in March 1993.
A childhood prodigy who had his frst exhibition at age 13,
Andriesse emerged in the contemporary art scene in the late
1970s following his fne art studies at the legendary Atelier ’63
in Haarlem. Working contemporaneously to neo-expressive
artists such as Jean-Michel Basquiat on the other side of
the Atlantic, Andriesse explored the potential of painting at
a time it was deemed dead under the auspices of the Neue
Wilde, infuenced initially by Markus Lüpertz and A.R. Penck.
Quickly garnering critical international acclaim, he exhibited
in Amsterdam, Cologne and New York and in 1988, at merely

31 years old, he was awarded the prestigious Prix de Rome
for Graphic Art and given a solo exhibition at the Van Gogh
Museum in Amsterdam.
It was shortly before his career would come to an untimely end
that Andriesse fulflled an older desire to make sculptures: in
1992, following his encounter of work by ceramic artists Guido
Geelen and Norman Trapman, Andriesse began exploring the
sculptural potential of clay. It was on the basis of works such
as the present one that he was then invited by the Museum
Het Kruithuis (now Stedelijk Museum ’s-Hertogenbosch)
to work with the medium within at the city’s European
Ceramic Workshop from January to February 1993. While
there, Andriesse began studying the ceramic work of such
predecessors as Pablo Picasso. The discrete body of ceramic
work Andriesse created represented a powerful continuation
of the central theme of nature that had consumed him in
the prior decade. While the motifs of skulls and fowers had
featured throughout the 1980s, the present work exemplifes
Andriesse’s interest in the underwater world that had given rise
to works such as Guitar Fish, 1989. His trip to the Caribbean island
of Bonaire had awoken in him a fascination with the motifs of
shells, lobsters, turtles and guitarfsh. This would eventually lead
to his collaboration with the Zoological Museum at Artis, the
central zoo in Amsterdam, resulting in his monumental paintings
based on observation of animal skeletons such as Dead Zoo,
1990/1991, De Pont Foundation, Tilburg.

Erik Andriesse working with clay.
© Stichting Erik Andriesse.
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‘When the thing happens that I want
to happen, then something of the
creature of nature appears’.
Erik Andriesse

The careful sense of observation and technical virtuosity with
which Andriesse painted the animal specimens, bones and
shells in front of him situates him as a modern descendant
of the great 17th century Dutch and Flemish still-life masters.
Yet unlike the nature morte of his predecessors, Andriesse’s
pictures vibrate with life - they overfow with colour and
expressive lines to convey a sense of what Wim Beeren
described as a ‘sentimental brutality’ (Wim Beeren, Erik
Andriesse, Bussum, 1998, p. 66). Ceramic sculptures such
as the present one take Andriesse’s artistic undertaking to
a wholly new level. His embrace of ceramic sculpture speaks
of the same independent, individualistic attitude and
relentless pursuit of artistic freedom with which Andriesse
pursued fgurative painting. With Untitled, we see Andriesse
fearlessly pushing his artistic practice to new heights - while
he would pass away shortly afer, his exuberant spirit and force
of life continues to live on in works such as the present work.
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Marlene Dumas
Deaf, dumb and blind, 1998
metallic acrylic on paper
Private Collection.
© Marlene Dumas.
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Property from a Distinguished Private Collection

80. Sterling Ruby

b. 1972

The Fed Mortar (Rainbow)
incised with the artist’s initials and date ‘S.R. ‘09’
on the underside
glazed ceramic
14.6 x 48.9 x 48.8 cm (5 3/4 x 19 1/4 x 19 1/4 in.)
Executed in 2009.
Estimate
£20,000-30,000 $25,800-38,800 €22,400-33,500
Provenance
Xavier Hufens, Brussels
Simon Lee Gallery, London (acquired from the above
in 2009)
Acquired from the above by the present owner
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‘Using clay became a way to just make
something, it represented the gesture
I was longing for. I started to see my
ceramics as monuments to my desire to
make a sincere gesture, and the shame
that came with it.’
Sterling Ruby
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Found in Nature
In 2005, the ceramist Shigeru Otani began working under
the name Otani Workshop. He established his practice
in Shigaraki, Shiga Prefecture, Japan, a town historically
renowned for its ceramic production, where he worked
for nearly a decade before moving his studio to a former
ceramic tile factory on Awaji Island. Otani, who previously
assisted the artist Yoshitomo Nara, combines traditional
Japanese crafsmanship with contemporary culture,
exploring the relationship between ceramics and sculpture.
Inspired by nature, the present works, Lion Head and
Netherworld Resident, feature muted palettes and
textured surfaces. The fgures, which are coil-built with
rough, local clay, are seemingly simple in form, evoking
pre-historic, anthropological objects. The present works
were included in the group exhibition Kazunori Hamana,
Yuji Ueda, and Otani Workshop, curated by Takashi
Murakami at Blum & Poe in Los Angeles (2015) and
New York (2016). Having previously exhibited his work
primarily within Japan, the exhibition presented Otani’s
work to an international audience.
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Property of a New York Collector

81. Otani Workshop

b. 1980

Property of a New York Collector

82. Otani Workshop

b. 1980

Netherworld Resident
glazed ceramic
height 50 cm (19 5/8 in)
Executed circa 2012.

Lion Head
glazed ceramic
height 41 cm (16 1/8 in)
Executed circa 2015.

Estimate
£7,000-9,000 $9,000-11,600 €7,800-10,100 ‡

Estimate
£7,000-9,000 $9,000-11,600 €7,800-10,100 ‡

Exhibited
Los Angeles, Blum & Poe; New York, Blum & Poe,
Kazunori Hamana, Yuji Ueda, Otani Workshop,
11 September 2015 - 9 April 2016

Exhibited
Los Angeles, Blum & Poe; New York, Blum & Poe,
Kazunori Hamana, Yuji Ueda, Otani Workshop,
11 September 2015 - 9 April 2016
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UK Guide for Prospective Buyers
Each Phillips auction is governed by the applicable Conditions of Sale and
Authorship Warranty.
All prospective bidders should read these sections carefully.
They govern the purchasing agreement under which you buy at auction from
Phillips. They may be also amended by saleroom addendum or auctioneer’s
announcement during the auction. The complete Conditions of Sale and
Authorship Warranty applicable to this auction (Version 9/12/17) are found
online at phillips.com, along with detailed information on each lot.
Estimates
The auction estimates indicated for each lot in this catalogue do not include
Buyer’s Premium (applicable on each lot), or VAT or Artist’s Resale Right
(where such charges apply). Details of these charges are given below.
All Lots are Subject to ‘Buyer’s Premium’
In addition to the hammer (final bid) price, a buyer’s premium is due from all
successful buyers. The buyer’s premium is a commission based on the hammer
price payable by the buyer as part of the total purchase price at the following rates:
25% of the hammer price up to and including £180,000; 20% of the portion of the
hammer price above £180,000 up to and including £3,000,000; and 12.5% of the
portion of the hammer price above £3,000,000.
Condition and Condition Reports
Phillips does not warrant or guarantee condition on any lot. Solely as a
convenience to clients, Phillips may provide condition reports on many lots,
which are also available online on the lot detail pages. If there is not a
condition report available, that is not a representation that a lot is in perfect
condition. While condition reports are prepared honestly and carefully, our
staff are not professional restorers or trained conservators. We therefore
encourage all prospective buyers to inspect all lots at our pre-sale exhibitions,
and contact our staff with any questions.
Bidding at Auction
You may bid in the auction in person, online, on the phone, or by placing an
absentee bid. The easiest way to arrange or register to bid at auction is to set
up a client account online. Go to our homepage, phillips.com and fill out the
account form. When you want to register for an auction, click Register on sale
pages or lot detail pages, and you’ll confirm your account details, be asked for
a credit card number for identification purposes and our Bids Department will
process your request. We recommend registering at least 24 hours prior to
sale to ensure that you can bid. Good luck!
Some lots are sold under special conditions. Phillips uses the following
symbols to designate these lots:
O ♦ Guaranteed Property
The seller of lots designated with the symbol O has been guaranteed a
minimum price fnanced solely by Phillips. Where the guarantee is provided by
a third party or jointly by us and a third party, the property will be denoted
with the symbols O ♦. When a third party has fnanced all or part of our
fnancial interest in a lot, it assumes all or part of the risk that the lot will not be
sold and will be remunerated via a fxed fee, a percentage of the hammer price
or the buyer’s premium or some combination of the foregoing. The third party
may bid on the guaranteed lot during the auction. If the third party is the
successful bidder, the remuneration may be netted against the purchase
price. Where Phillips has guaranteed a minimum price on every lot in the
catalogue, Phillips will not designate each lot with the symbol(s) for the
guaranteed property but will state our fnancial interest at the front of the
catalogue.

•No Reserve
Unless indicated by a •, all lots in this catalogue are offered subject to a
reserve. A reserve is the confidential value established between Phillips and
the seller and below which a lot may not be sold. The reserve for each lot will
not exceed the low pre-sale estimate.
♠ Property Subject to the Artist’s Resale Right
Lots marked with ♠ are subject to the Artist’s Resale Right calculated as a
percentage of the hammer price (in EUR) and payable as part of the purchase
price as follows:
Royalty Rate:
From 0 to 50,000 (4%)
From 50,000.01 to 200,000 (3%)
From 200,000.01 to 350,000 (1%)
From 350,000.01 to 500,000 (0.5%)
Exceeding 500,000 (0.25%)
The Artist’s Resale Right applies where the hammer price is EUR 1,000 or more,
subject to a maximum royalty per lot of EUR 12,500. Calculation of the Artist’s
Resale Right will be based on the pounds sterling/euro reference exchange rate
quoted on the date of the sale by the European Central Bank.
†, §, ‡, or Ω Property Subject to VAT
Where there is no VAT symbol, Phillips is able to use the Auctioneer’s Margin
Scheme and VAT will not normally be charged on the hammer price. An
amount equivalent to VAT at 20% on the buyer’s premium will be included in
the buyer’s premium. Property with a † symbol will be sold under normal UK
VAT rules, and VAT will normally be charged at 20% on both the hammer price
and buyer’s premium. Property with a § symbol and sold to buyers whose
registered address is in the EU will be assumed to be remaining in the EU and
will be treated as having no symbol (unless informed otherwise by a buyer).
Property sold with a ‡ (5%) or Ω (20%) symbol has been imported from
outside the EU to be sold at auction under temporary admission, and offered
under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme at the respective % on the hammer
price and an amount in lieu of VAT at 20% on the buyer’s premium.
The foregoing is for summary purposes only. Please see the online auction
catalogue and Conditions of Sale at phillips.com/buy and specifically the
section ‘VAT AND OTHER TAX INFORMATION FOR BUYERS’ for a more
detailed description of the VAT symbols used in this Buyer’s Guide, as well as
any VAT refunds that you may be qualified to receive.
Privacy
Our Privacy Policy is available at www.phillips.com or by emailing
dataprotection@phillips.com and sets out: (i) the types of personal data we will
or may collect and process; (ii) the purposes for which we will or may process
your personal data; (iii) the lawful bases we rely on when processing your
personal data; (iv) your rights in respect of our processing of your personal
data; and (v) various other information as required by applicable laws.
Phillips premises, sale, and exhibition venues are subject to CCTV video
surveillance and recording for security, client service and bid monitoring
purposes. Phillips’ auctions will be flmed for simultaneous live broadcast on
Phillips’ and third party websites and applications.
Your communications with Phillips, including by phone and online (e.g. phone
and on-line bidding) may be recorded for security, client service and bid
monitoring purposes. Where we record such information we will process it in
accordance with our Privacy Policy.

∆ Property in Which Phillips Has an Ownership Interest
Lots with this symbol indicate that Phillips owns the lot in whole or in part or
has an economic interest in the lot equivalent to an ownership interest.
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30 Berkeley Square, London, W1J 6EX
phillips.com +44 20 7318 4010
bidslondon@phillips.com
Please return this form by email to bidslondon@phillips.com at least 24 hours before the sale.
Please read carefully the information in the right column and note that it is important that you
indicate whether you are applying as an individual or on behalf of a company.
Please select the type of bid you wish to make with this form (please select one):

In-person
Absentee Bidding
Telephone Bidding

Paddle Number

Please indicate in what capacity you will be bidding (please select one):

As a private individual
On behalf of a company
Sale Title
Title

Sale Number
First Name

Sale Date

Surname
Account Number

Company (if applicable)
VAT number (if applicable)
Address

City

State/Country

Post Code
Phone

Mobile

Email

Fax

Phone number to call at the time of sale (for Phone Bidding only)
1.

2.

Please complete the following section for telephone and absentee bids only
Lot number

Brief description

In Consecutive Order

Maximum pound sterling price*
Absentee Bids Only

* Excluding Buyer’s Premium and VAT

Signature

Date

By ticking this box, you confrm your registration/bid(s) as above and accept the Conditions of Sale of Phillips as
stated in our catalogues and on our website.
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Please tick this box to receive emails about upcoming sales,
exhibitions, and special events ofered by members of the Phillips
group, as referenced in our Privacy Policy available on our website at
www.phillips.com, where you may also update your email preferences
or unsubscribe at any time.
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